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Machinery is the backbone to food operations today to achieve efficiency and volume. 

Sia Huat has a comprehensive range of machinery to choose from for all your operational 

needs.

SoUS VIde bATHS & ImmerSIon cIrcUlATorS

VAcUUm PAckIng mAcHIneS

Ice creAm mAcHIneS

blenderS
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digital immersion circulator
数码浸入式搅拌器
Can be fitted in seconds to a standard stainless steel or polycarbonate gastronorm tank or round, 
straight-sided circular pot with a diamter or 30cm or more (minimum depth 15cm and maximum volume 
of 56 litres). Ideal for portability and space saving.

18-00181 Stirrer case, including handle (cm) L12.2 x W15.3 x H20
 Guard (cm) L12.2 x W13.2 x H14.8
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.05
 Electric specs 230V / 1250W / 50Hz

digital stirred water bath with drain tap
数码控制搅拌水浴机带排水龙头
Supplied with an integrated bi-fold lid (registered design) for greater convenience. Circulator can be 
rotated 360°, so that the bath can be used in any direction to optimise or accomodate counter space.

18-00183 Total dimension, including handle (cm) W33.5 x D46 x H48.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 14
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.1
 Electric specs 230V / 1250W / 50Hz
  
18-00184 Total dimension, including handle (cm) W33.5 x D62 x H48.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 28
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.1
 Electric specs 230V / 1250W / 50Hz

digital unstirred water bath with drain tap
数码控制静水水浴机带排水龙头
Complete with flat lid and stainless steel perforated shelf to allow for uniform heat distribution by 
convection.

18-00185 Total dimension, including handle (cm) W27 x D33.2 x H29
 Capacity (ℓ) 8
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.2 / ± 0.1
 Electric specs 230V / 800W / 50Hz
  
18-00186 Total dimension, including handle (cm)  W36.1 x D33.2 x H29
 Capacity (ℓ) 14
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.2 / ± 0.1
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz
  
18-00187 Total dimension, including handle (cm) W36.1 x D33.2 x H29
 Capacity (ℓ) 28
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Temperature stability (°C) ± 0.2 / ± 0.1
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz
  
18-00188 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D33.2 x H29
 Chambers dimension (cm) W24 x D30 x H15 x 2 chambers
 Capacity (ℓ) 8 x 2 chambers
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Electric specs 230V / 1600W / 50Hz

Pan sold separately

18-00188

Optional accessories / spares:  

18-00189 Stainless steel foam gun holder shelf for 4 clips
18-00190 Stainless flask clip for 0.5ℓ cream whipper 
18-00191 Stainless flask clip for 1ℓ cream whipper 



Sous Vide Supreme
Light duty model for occasional use.

18-00192 Total dimension (cm) L35 x W28 x H29
 Chambers dimension (cm) L32 x W25 x H18
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Temperature range (°C) 5 - 95
 Electric specs 220-240V / 850W / 50Hz

external suction vacuum machine - dIVA
外吸式真空包装机
Specifically designed for domestic use and small-scale professional activities.

18-00198 Total dimension (cm) L38 x W18 x H11
 Max seal length (cm) 33
 Electric specs 220-240V / 300W / 50-60Hz

external suction vacuum machine - freSH43
外吸式真空包装机
The professional vacuum quality and the advantage of saving money. Automatic. 

18-00197 Total dimension (cm) W49.5 x D29.5 x H18
 Max seal length (cm) 43
 Final vacuum (mbar) 0.8
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50-60Hz

Vacuum chamber machine
真空包装机
Besser Vacuum chambers are completely made of stainless steel, designed for a simple and essential 
use, easy clean and at a very advantageous price. They allow you to pack products in an easy and 
practical way, offering solidity, quality and savings.
The attention to details and high quality materials ensure maximum security of a perfect and long lasting 
vacuum. Each machine has got an oil-lubricated pump from Busch, the German world company in the 
field of vacuum pumps of high quality. Optional functions available.

18-00193 Total dimension (cm) W63 x D69 x H50
 Chamber dimension (cm) L53 x W53 x H20
 Max seal length (cm) 52
 Final vacuum (mbar) 2
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz
  
18-00194 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D59 x H49
 Chamber dimension (cm) L43 x W43 x H20
 Max seal length (cm) 42
 Final vacuum (mbar) 2
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz
  
18-00195 Total dimension (cm) W43 x D49 x H41
 Chamber dimension (cm) L33 x W33 x H20
 Max seal length (cm) 32
 Final vacuum (mbar) 2
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50Hz
  
18-00196 Total dimension (cm) W40 x D47 x H34
 Chamber dimension (cm) L35 x W27 x H14
 Max seal length (cm) 25
 Final vacuum (mbar) 2
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50Hz
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Vacuum bag
真空包装袋
Temperature tolerance to 115°C for convenience in freezing to cooking with Sous Vide.

Vacuum bag
真空袋
90 micron plain bags with temperature tolerance of up to 70°C

excalibur dehydrator
The combination of square shape with the patented airflow system dries foods 10 times faster. 
Everything is dried evenly and quickly with the inbuilt fan for hot air circulation. Rearranging the trays is 
not necessary since the air is always moving. Comes with a 26-hour timer.

18-00280 Total dimension (cm) W43.2 x D48.3 x H20.8
 Number of trays 5
 Electric specs 220-240V / 440W / 50Hz
  
18-00281 Total dimension (cm) W43.2 x D48.3 x H31.8
 Number of trays 10
 Electric specs 220-240V / 600W / 50Hz

Optional accessory / spare: 
18-00282 Super flexible Paraflexx non-stick sheets, L35 x W35cm 

Smoking gun
烟雾枪
The Smoking Gun allows you to quickly and easily finish products with natural cool smoke, without 
adding heat.

18-00283 Total dimension (inch) L14 x W12 x H4

Optional accessories / spares:  

18-00284 Fruit Orchard smoking chips kit, 4oz 
18-00285 Classic Smokehouse smoking chips kit, 4oz 
18-00286 Vintage Cellar smoking chips kit, 4oz 

Anti-griddle
炒冰炉
A traditional cooktop with an amazing twist: it quickly freezes sauces and purees instead of heating 
them! This unique innovation allows you to effortlessly freeze sauces and purees solid or develop semi-
frozen creations with stable, crunchy surfaces and cool, creamy centers. The tantalizing dual-textures 
help satisfy increasing consumer demands for new dining experiences.

18-00287 Total dimension (cm) L40.3 x W46.7 x H26.7
 Electric specs 240V / 800W / 50Hz

90 micron 105 micron Dimension (cm)plain bags embossed bags 

-  18-00273 L30 x W15
18-00270 18-00274 L30 x W20
18-00271 18-00275 L40 x W30
18-00272 -  L50 x W40

 Dimension (cm)

18-00276 L30 x W15
18-00277 L30 x W20
18-00278 L35 x W25
18-00279 L30 x W45

18-00281



Pacojet
万能冰磨机
Easy to prepare high-quality dishes while saving time, labour and reducing food waste. Deep freeze  
to -22ºC/-8ºF for at least 24hrs.
  
18-00288 Total dimension (cm) W20 x D36 x H50
 Container capacity (ℓ) 1.3
 Electric specs 220V / 1000W / 50Hz
  
Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00289 Spare container with lid 

Ice-cream maker - model Ice-100
冰激凌机 - ICE-100

18-00693 Total dimension (inch) L13.8 x D18.8 x H11.6 
 Capacity (ℓ) 1.5
 Electric specs 120V / 150W / 50Hz

Ice-cream maker
冰激凌机

18-00692 Total dimension (cm) W51 x D31 x H35
 Capacity (ℓ) 1.5
 Electric specs 220V / 160W / 50Hz

18-00691 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D30 x H27
 Capacity (ℓ) 0.7
 Electric specs 220V / 100W / 50Hz

18-00692

18-00691
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HotmixPro gastro
可控温冷热打磨机
HotmixPRO Gastro first introduces the maximum temp equal to 190°C, allowing difficult preparations 
such as caramelization of sugars. And still with degree by degree temperature control.
• Unique ability to store data on a SD card*, allowing the creation -and subsequent storing on SD- of 

your custom recipes with ease, even from your computer.
• 23 speed options, including turbo and pulse.
• SD memory system with possibility to store custom recipes.
• Thermally insulated bowl.

18-00291 Total dimension (cm) L31.2 x W25.8 x H29.6
(Single) Capacity (ℓ) 2
 Temperature range (°C) 25 to 190
 Electric specs 110-240V / 1500W / 50Hz
 Maximum power 2300W
 Revolutions per min 60 to 12500
  
18-00292 Total dimension (cm) L34.8 x W60 x H29.6
(Twin) Capacity (ℓ) 2 x 2
 Temperature range (°C) 25 to 190
 Electric specs 110-240V / 2 x 1500W / 50Hz
 Maximum power 2 x 2300W
 Revolutions per min 60 to 12500

HotmixPro creative
可控温冷热打磨机
For the most demanding professionals, one single machine with all functions, both for hot and cold 
preparations. It automates all the cooling steps with no time loss.
• Degree by degree control from -24 to 190oC
• 23 speed options, including turbo and pulse
• Unique ability to store data on a SD card*, allowing the creation -and subsequent storing on SD- of 

your custom recipes with ease, even from your computer

18-00290 Total dimension (cm) L65 x W50 x H33.8
 Capacity (ℓ) 2
 Temperature range (°C) -24 to 190
 Electric specs 110-240V / 1500W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 60 to 12,500

The HotmixPRO can cook up to 190°C with consistent successful results and saves you the hassle of 
having to constantly keep a watchful eye on your cooking. Simply store your recipes in a SD card, and 
HotmixPRO can reproduce those recipes any time with the touch of a button! It is almost like having an 
additional kitchen staff, because it can prepare sauces, creams, risotto, and more!
Equipped with numerous smart features such as temperature control and programming capabilities, 
HotmixPRO can perform complex cooking processes as well as mundane tasks, thus increasing your 
business’s efficiency and decreasing your reliance on manpower!



Immersion mixer mP800 Turbo (non-detachable shaft)
浸入式搅拌器 - MP800 Turbo（非拆卸式柄轴）
With an electronic booster system to improve motor performance. Double ergonomic handle for a better 
user comfort during processing. Removable bell and blade for easy cleaning. 

18-00293 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.5 x L113
 Mixer tool length (cm) 74
 Weight (kg) 9.2
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 400
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 9500

Refer to page 18.11 for support brackets to enhance safety and operation  

Immersion mixer mP600 Ultra (non-detachable shaft)
浸入式搅拌器 - MP600 Ultra（非拆卸式柄轴）
Removable bell and blade for easy cleaning.

18-00294 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.5 x L98
 Mixer tool length (cm) 60
 Weight (kg) 7.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 75 to 300
 Electric specs 230V / 850W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 9500

Refer to page 18.11 for support brackets to enhance safety and operation  

Immersion mixer  (detachable shaft)
浸入式搅拌器（可拆卸柄轴）
The ultimate in performance and power. New cooling technology ensures longer life to your mixer. The 
DSC system regulates the speed automatically regardless of the product texture. Detachable tool allows 
for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00001 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.5 x L95
(Pro 800 DSC) Mixer tool length (cm) 68
 Weight (kg) 6.7
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 75 to 300
 Electric specs 230V / 800W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 9000

Refer to page 18.11 for support brackets to enhance safety and operation  

  
18-00002 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.5 x L87
(Pro 600 DSC) Mixer tool length (cm) 60
 Weight (kg) 6.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 75 to 200
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 9000

Refer to page 18.11 for support brackets to enhance safety and operation  

75 to 
300 L

Wall storage 

bracket included
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Immersion mixer mP 550 (non-detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 - MP550 Ultra（非拆卸式柄轴）
Powerful motor for fast processing and an optimum quality end-product.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with overmoulded blade to ensure perfect hygiene.

18-00003 Total dimension (cm) Ø11.1 x L92.5
 Mixer tool length (cm) 55
 Weight (kg) 6.7
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 200
 Electric specs 230V / 610W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 9000

Refer to page 18.11 for support brackets to enhance safety and operation

Up to 
200 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Immersion mixer master mfAP 2000 (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 MFAP2000（可拆卸柄轴）
Versatile tri-function mixer for your mixing, whisking and ricing needs! Comes with variable speed 
control. Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00004 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.2 x L75.3
 Mixer tool length (cm) 42
 Whisk tool length (cm) 24.5
 Foodmill/Ricer length (cm) 42
 Weight (kg) 6.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 40 to 100
 Whisk capacity (ℓ) 10 to 20
 Foodmill / ricer capacity (kg) 30
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 60Hz
 Mixer revolutions per min 3000 to 9000
 Whisk revolutions per min 300 to 900
 Ricer revolutions per min 100 to 600

Immersion mixer master mf 2000 combi  (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器组合 专业型 MF2000 Combi（可拆卸柄轴）
Versatile bi-function mixer for your mixing and whisking needs! Comes with variable speed control. 
Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00005 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.2 x L72
 Mixer tool length (cm) 42
 Whisk tool length (cm) 24.5
 Weight (kg) 4.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 40 to 100
 Whisk capacity (ℓ) 10 to 20
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 60Hz
 Mixer revolutions per min 3000 to 9000
 Whisk revolutions per min 300 to 900

40 to 
100 L

40 to 
100 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Wall storage 

bracket included

(Mixer)

(Mixer)



Immersion master mixer and table-top cutter (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器和桌面刀具（可拆卸柄轴）
2-in-1 machine for table-top and immersion mixing needs! Comes with variable speed control. 
Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool with Titanium-plated blade

18-00006 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.2 x L72
 Mixer tool length (cm) 42
 Weight (kg) 3.7
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 40 to 100
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 60Hz
 Immersion mixer revolutions per min 3000 to 9000
 Table-top mixer revolutions per min 1500
  
Optional items for table-top mixer:  

18-00007 Additional standard blade 
18-00008 Additional serrated blade 

Immersion mixer master mdH 2000  (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 专业型 MDH2000 （可拆卸柄轴）
Comes with variable speed control. Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00009 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.2 x L72
 Mixer tool length (cm) 42
 Weight (kg) 3.7
 Mixing capacity (ℓ)  40 to 100
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000 to 9000

Wall storage 

bracket included

Wall storage 

bracket included

40 to 
100 L

40 to 
100 L

(Mixer)

mixer attachment m90 
搅拌器配件 M90
All stainless steel mixer tool with Titanium-plated blade for Dynamic Master detachable range.

18-00011 Total dimension (cm) 42
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 40 to 100

40 to 
100 L

Whisk attachment f90 for master detachable range
打蛋器配件F90 - 用于专业型可拆卸系列
All stainless steel whisk for Dynamic Master detachable range.

18-00012 Total dimension (cm) 24.5
 Whisk capacity (ℓ) 10 to 20 

10 to  
20 L
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master beater whisk attachment for master detachable range
专业型打蛋器配件 - 用于专业型可拆卸系列
All stainless steel whisk for Dynamic Master detachable range, handle support included.

 Whisk tool length (cm) Whisk capacity (ℓ)
18-00013 82 20 to 200
18-00014 72 20 to 200
18-00015 42 20 to 200

ricer attachment AP 90 for master detachable range
压粒器配件 AP90 - 用于专业可拆卸系列
All stainless steel ricer with perforated grid for Dynamic Master detachable range.

18-00016 Total dimension (cm) 42
 Capacity (kg) 30

20 to 
200 L

30 Kg

emulsifying dynaturbo attachment for master detachable range
乳化器配件 - 用于专业可拆卸系列
Generally used for ice cream and sorbets. Finely purees fresh or thawed ingredients which have been 
processed with the mixer. Comes with 2 heads: one for fruit and one for cream or syrups.

18-00017 Total dimension (cm) 40
 Capacity (ℓ) 5

Vegetable cutter attachment for master detachable range
蔬菜切碎机配件 - 用于专业可拆卸系列
Comes with a 5l stainless steel Dynacutter bowl, 4 preparation discs (2 and 3 mm shredding discs,  
2 and 3 mm slicing discs) and 1 ejector disc.

18-00018 Serving portion 10 to 80 servings
  
Optional discs:  
18-00019 Dicing kit (mm) 10 x 10
18-00020 Julienne disc (mm) 10 x 10

5 L



Immersion mixer master 2000 dSc (non-detachable)
专业型浸入式搅拌器 - 2000DSC（非拆卸式）
Variable speed control coupled with the Dynaspeed control (DSC) system lengthens the time span  
of usage for all components. This intelligent DSC system regulates the speed automatically regardless 
of the product texture. 
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00021 Total dimension (cm) Ø12.2 x L72
 Mixer tool length (cm) 41
 Weight (kg) 3.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 40 to 100
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000 to 9000
 Revolutions per min 9000

Immersion mixer mP 450 VV (non-detachable)
专业型浸入式搅拌器（拆卸式）
Powerful motor for fast processing and an optimum quality end-product. Comes with variable speed 
control. All stainless steel mixer tool with overmoulded blade to ensure perfect hygiene.

18-00022 Total dimension (cm) Ø10 x L82.5
(MP 450 VV Ultra) Mixer tool length (cm) 45
 Weight (kg) 6.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 100
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 1500 to 9000

18-00023 Total dimension (cm) Ø10 x L72.5
(MP 350 VV Ultra) Mixer tool length (cm) 35
 Weight (kg) 6.3
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 50
 Electric specs 230V / 400W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 1500 to 9000

40 to 
100 L

Up to 
100 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Wall storage 

bracket included

Support bracket
支架
Recommended for use with Dynamic Pro and Master ranges. These provide convenience and assists 
with the operation of the mixers while enhancing safety.
Easy to dismantle and can be cleaned in the dishwasher. Adjustable length, height and angle.

 Length (cm) 
18-00024 60 
18-00025 80 
18-00026 100 
18-00027 120 

Side-mounting support bracket
侧悬挂式支架
For kettles or pots. Easy to dismantle and can be cleaned in the dishwasher.

18-00028 Weight (kg) 0.7
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Immersion mixer Pmf 250 combi (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器组合PMF250（拆卸式）
Ideal for medium to large capacities and will mix even the most delicate recipes. Versatile bi-function 
mixer for your mixing and whisking needs! Comes with variable speed control. Detachable tool allows 
for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00029 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.7 x L64
 Mixer tool length (cm) 30
 Whisk tool length (cm) 20.5
 Weight (kg) 3.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 20 to 40
 Whisk capacity (ℓ) 5 to 10
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 60Hz
 Mixer revolutions per min 0 to 9000
 Whisk revolutions per min 0 to 2000

Immersion mixer PmdH 250 Plus (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 PMDH250 Plus（拆卸式）
Ideal for medium to large capacities and will mix even the most delicate recipes. Comes with variable 
speed control. Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00030 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.7 x L64
 Mixer tool length (cm) 30
 Weight (kg) 2.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 20 to 40
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 0 to 9000

20 to 
40 L

20 to 
40 L

(Mixer)

Wall storage 

bracket included

Wall storage 

bracket included

Immersion mixer Pmx 98 Standard (non-detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 PMX 98 Standard（非拆卸式）
Ideal for medium to large capacities and will mix even the most delicate recipes.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.

18-00031 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.7 x L60
 Mixer tool length (cm) 30
 Weight (kg) 2.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 20 to 40
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 9000

20 to 
40 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Immersion mixer Junior combi (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 - 初级组合（拆卸式）
Versatile bi-function mixer for your mixing and whisking needs! Light and easy to use. Detachable tool 
allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool with Titanium-plated blade

18-00032 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.4 x L53 
 Mixer tool length (cm) 22.5
 Whisk tool length (cm) 18.5
 Weight (kg) 2.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ)  5 to 25
 Whisk capacity (ℓ) 1 to 5
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 60Hz
 Mixer revolutions per min 0 to 9000
 Whisk revolutions per min 0 to 2000

5 to 
25 L

(Mixer)

Wall storage 

bracket included



Immersion mixer Junior Standard (non-detachable)  
浸入式搅拌器 - 初级标准型（非拆卸式）
Light and easy to use. All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.
  
18-00034 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.4 x L50.5
 Mixer tool length (cm) 22.5
 Weight (kg) 1.7
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 5 to 25
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 9000

5 to 
25 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Immersion mixer Junior Plus (detachable)
浸入式搅拌器 - 初级加强型（拆卸式）
Light and easy to use. Detachable tool allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.
  
18-00033 Total dimension (cm) Ø9.4 x L50.5
 Mixer tool length (cm) 22.5
 Weight (kg) 1.9
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 5 to 25
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 0 to 9000

5 to 
25 L

Wall storage 

bracket included

Immersion Whisk fT 97 (non-detachable)  
浸入式打蛋器 FT97（非拆卸式）
Comes with variable speed control. All stainless steel whisk tool.
  
18-00041 Total dimension (cm) Ø11 x L65 
 Whisk tool length (cm) 24.5
 Weight (kg) 3.3
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 5 to 20
 Electric specs 230V / 350W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 300 to 900

5 to 
20 L

Immersion mixer - bamix gastro  
浸入式搅拌器 - BamixGastro
Comes with wall bracket, multi-purpose blade, beater and whisk.
  
18-00035 Total dimension (cm) Ø8.5 x L49.5
 Mixer tool length (cm) 35
 Weight (kg) 1.2
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 50
 Electric specs 230V / 350W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 16000 to 19000

18-00036 Total dimension (cm) Ø7 x L39.5
 Mixer tool length (cm) 18.5
 Weight (kg) 1
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 20
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 10000 to 17000

Up to 
50 L
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Immersion mini mixer WSb 33 (non-detachable)  
浸入式迷你搅拌器 - WSB33（非拆卸式）
2 speed control. All stainless steel whisk tool.
  
18-00037 Total dimension (cm) Ø7.2 x L38
 Mixer tool length (cm) 17.5
 Weight (kg) 0.85
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 13.5
 Electric specs 230V / 100W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min 500 R.P.M.

Immersion mini mixer md 95 and md 95e (non-detachable)  
浸入式迷你搅拌器 - MD95和MD95E（非拆卸式）
Choice of standard blade or emulsifying blade for diary and chocolate products.
All stainless steel mixer tool with Titanium-plated blade.
  
18-00038 Mixer tool length (cm) 16
Standard blade Weight (kg) 1.2
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 12
18-00039 Electric specs 230V / 180W / 60Hz
Emulsifying blade Revolutions per min 9500

cordless Immersion mini mixer mxP 94 (non-detachable)  
无绳浸入式迷你搅拌器 - MXP94（非拆卸式）
The only cordless mixer in the industry! Convenient, versatile and powerful. Includes battery pack  
and charger.
All stainless steel mixer tool come with Titanium-plated blade.  

18-00040 Mixer tool length (cm) 16
 Weight (kg) 1.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 8 
 Electric specs 230V / 60Hz
 Charging / usage time 2 hours / 1 hour
 Revolutions per min 7000

 Immersion mini mixer (removable blade and emulsifying disc)
浸入式迷你搅拌器（可拆卸刀片和乳化盘）

18-00067 Total dimension (cm) Ø7.8 x L53.5
(MP 240 V.V. ) Whisk tool length (cm) 24
 Weight (kg) 2.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 5 
 Electric specs 240V / 270W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 2000 to 12500
  
18-00068 Total dimension (cm) Ø7.8 x 48.5
(MP 190 V.V. ) Whisk tool length (cm) 19
 Weight (kg) 2.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 5 
 Electric specs 240V / 250W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 2000 to 12500
  
18-00069 Total dimension (cm) Ø7.8 x L45.5
(MP 160 V.V. ) Whisk tool length (cm) 16
 Weight (kg) 2.4
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 5 
 Electric specs 240V / 220W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 2000 to 12500

1 to 
13.5 L

1 to 
12 L

1 to 
8 L

1 to 
5 L

Removable bell on models

MP 190 V.V. and MP 240 V.V.



cordless Immersion mini Whisk (non-detachable)  
无绳浸入式迷你搅拌器（非拆卸式）
Cordless whisk offers convenience, versatility and power. Includes battery pack and charger. All stainless 
steel whisk tool. 
 
18-00042 Total dimension (cm) Ø7.2 x L44.5
 Whisk tool length (cm) 18.5
 Weight (kg) 1.5
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 5 
 Electric specs 230V / 60Hz
 Charging / usage time 2 hours / 1 hour
 Revolutions per min 700

Immersion mini mixer - dynashake (non-detachable)
浸入式迷你搅拌器 - Dynashake（非拆卸式）
Small, light, and comes with a powerful motor. This model is equipped with an emulsifying blade and has 
a variable speed control function. Can be used with small sauce-pans as well as cooking pots up to 1 
gallon. Includes a graduated cup and cover -- convenient for milkshakes and smoothies.
 
18-00086 Total dimension (cm) W13 x D11 x L46
 Whisk tool length (cm) 18.5
 Weight (kg) 0.99
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 4
 Electric specs 230V / 220W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min Up to 13000

Immersion mini mixer - dynamix (non-detachable)
浸入式迷你搅拌器 - Dynamix（非拆卸式）
Lightweight and efficient, this compact mixer is equipped with an emulsifying blade and comes with a 
variable speed control function. Designed for small sauce-pans as well as cooking pots up to 1 gallon. 
Ideal for dairy and pastry products.
 
18-00087 Total dimension (cm) W13 x D11 x L46
 Whisk tool length (cm) 16
 Weight (kg) 0.99
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) 1 to 4
 Electric specs 230V / 220W / 60Hz
 Revolutions per min Up to 13000

1 to 
5 L

light-duty Immersion mixer combi (non-detachable)  
轻型浸入式搅拌器组合（非拆卸式）
Unique stainless steel anti-splashing blender shaft. Small but powerful motor with 2 speed control. 
Comes with a high speed chopper which is ideal for all kind of herbs, meat, parmesan and nuts. 
Available with optional stainless steel whisk. 
 
18-00043 Total dimension (cm) Ø7 x L36
 Mixer tool length (cm) 21
 Weight (kg) 0.58
 Mixing capacity (ℓ) Up to 50
 Electric specs  230V / 450W / 50Hz
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Heavy duty blender - 24cb10  
重负荷型搅拌机 - 24CB10
Mechanical controls add versatility with 3 speeds and pulse. Stainless steel container with 2 handles 
and rubberized lid. New dishwasher-safe one-piece jar pad for easy cleaning. 
 
18-00044 Total dimension (cm) W25 x D25 x H66
 Blender capacity 4ℓ / 1gallon
 Electric specs 230V / 1800W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 3.75 HP
 Revolutions per min 16800 to 21500

Optional accessory /spare:  
18-00045 Lid for blending hot foods 

Heavy duty blender - Sb 4
水壶式搅拌机 - SB4
Blends, mixes, stirs, whips, chops, mashes. Heat resistance jug up to 115°C and with extra long blades 
for more thorough blending. For restaurants, bars, diet kitchens, hospitals, schools, fast food outlets, 
the catering trade, supermarkets, etc.

18-00088 Total dimension (cm) W27 x D36.5 x H56
 Jug capacity  4ℓ / 1gallon
 Electric specs 220 - 240V / 1000W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 700 to 15000

Heavy duty bar blender  
重负荷型吧台搅拌机
The Brush Blender fits everywhere thanks to its sober design and its low overall dimensions. It can 
be used equally in its standard version or in-counter version to save space. Unlike universal motors, 
brushless motor has no brushes (permanent magnet rotor) which gives it a long lifetime (no wear parts), 
an excellent energy efficiency and a low noise level. BPA-free Jar.
 
18-00083 Total dimension (cm) H44 x W20 x D24.7
 Blender capacity 2.4ℓ / 81oz
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1000W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 15000

Heavy duty bar blender  
重负荷型吧台搅拌机
The Blending Station Advance has been engineered for perfection including a noise reducing cover for 
an improved customer experience.
  
18-00068 Total dimension (cm) H45.7 x W21.6 x D27.2
 Blender capacity 1.4ℓ / 48oz
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1300-1550W / 50-60Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 37000

Heavy duty blender - n°37  
重负荷型搅拌机
A new concept for blending, mixing, liquefying, emulsifying and grinding. All types of preparations  
of food and drink for kitchen and bar. Quickly crushes ice cubes. Stainless steel container with safe 
locking system.  

18-00046 Total dimension (cm) W21.5 x D23 x H61.5
 Blender capacity 4ℓ / 1gallon
 Electric specs 240V / 750W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1 HP
 Revolutions per min 0 to 15000



Heavy duty blender - Touch and goTm blending Station  
重负荷型搅拌机 - 一键式搅拌站
The Vitamix Touch and GoTM Blending Staion is programmed to mix the most popular drinks consistently 
every time. Even heavy duty smoothie mixtures, containing high percentages of ice and frozen fruit, and 
notoriously hard-to-mix ice cream drinks turn out smooth and creamy. Comes with one touch operation 
and sound reduction chamber.
  
18-00049 Total dimension (cm) W23.45 x D25.86 x H54.56
 Blender capacity  0.9ℓ / 32 oz
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1075-1200W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500 to 22500

Heavy duty bar blender
重负荷型吧台搅拌机
Great for smoothies, bar drinks, soups, salsas, sauces, desserts, dressings and more. Easy to clean 
electronic membrane keypad with simple On/Off, High, Low, Stop and Pulse controls. 30 seconds 
electronic countdown timer. Comes with sound enclosure for minimal noise.
  
18-00047 Total dimension (cm) W23 x D28 x H54
 Jug capacity 2ℓ / 64oz
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 3.5 HP
 Revolutions per min 45000 

Optional accessory / spare: 

18-00048 2ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 

Heavy duty food blender - Vita-Prep 3  
重负荷型食物搅拌机 - Vita-Prep 3
Mechanical controls add versatility with 3 speeds and pulse. Stainless steel container with 2 handles 
and rubberized stainless steel lid. New dishwasher-safe one-piece jar pad for easy cleaning.
  
18-00050 Total dimension (cm) W20.3 x D22.9 x H51
 Blender capacity 2ℓ  / 64 oz
 Electric specs 230V / 1200-1400W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 37000

bar blender
酒吧搅拌机
Economic option.
  
18-00089 Total dimension (cm) W18 x D24.5 x H40
 Jug capacity 2ℓ / 64oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50Hz
 Motor 2-phase, 2 HP
   
Optional accessory / spare: 

18-00116 2ℓ polycarbonate container with lid
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Heavy duty blender - margarita madness  
重负荷型搅拌机 - 疯狂玛格丽塔
Crushes hollow ice in seconds! Ideal for Margaritas and ice-blended drinks. Heavy-duty polycarbonate 
motor housing. User-replaceable metal-reinforced rubber drive coupling.
  
18-00052 Total dimension (cm) Ø16.5 x H41.5
 Polycarbonate jug capacity 1.4ℓ  / 48 oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1.5 HP

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00053 1.4ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 
18-00054 Anti-noise enclosure 

Heavy duty blender  
重负荷型搅拌机
The exceptional power of the Vita-Mix Drink Machine gives you extra creamy, extra smooth, frozen (not 
iced) coffee drinks, cocktails, fruit smoothies, frappes, granitas, shakes, ice cream specialty drinks and 
more. Crush almost two litres of cubed ice in three seconds.
  
18-00051 Total dimension (cm) W20.3 x D22.9 x H44
 Blender capacity 1.4ℓ  / 48 oz
 Electric specs 220-240V / 750-850W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 37000

Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00067 1.4ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 

Heavy duty elite Series blender - margarita madness
重负荷精英系列搅拌机 - 疯狂玛格丽塔
Perfect for all other types of frozen beverages, cocktails, fruit smoothies and more. Crushes ice into 
snow in seconds! 48-oz. STACKABLE dishwasher-safe BPA-free copolyester container with removable 
and user-replaceable blade system.
  
18-00084 Total dimension (cm) W17.8 x D25.4 x H34.6
 Jug capacity 1.4ℓ / 48oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor 2-phase, 2 HP
  
18-00085 Total dimension (cm) W17.8 x D25.4 x H34.6
With timer Jug capacity 1.4ℓ / 48oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor 2-phase, 2 HP

Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00053 1.4ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 

18-00084 18-00085



kitchen blender  
厨用搅拌机
3-position toggle switch on stainless steel motor housing. User-replaceable metal-reinforced rubber 
drive coupling.
Choice of stainless steel or polycarbonate blending jug.
  
18-00055 Total dimension (cm) Ø16 x H48
Stainless steel Jug capacity 2ℓ / 64oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
18-00056 Motor Single phase, 1.5 HP
Polycarbonate Revolutions per min 19000 to 23000

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00057 2ℓ stainless steel container with lid 
18-00058 2ℓ  polycarbonate container with lid 

18-00055 18-00056

kitchen blender  
厨用搅拌机
3-position toggle switch on black polycarbonate motor housing. User-replaceable metal-reinforced 
rubber drive coupling.
Choice of stainless steel or polycarbonate blending jug.
  
18-00059 Total dimension (cm) Ø16 x H48
Stainless steel Jug capacity 2ℓ / 64oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
18-00060 Motor Single phase, 1.5 HP
Polycarbonate Revolutions per min 19000 to 23000

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00057 2ℓ stainless steel container with lid 
18-00058 2ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 

kitchen blender  
厨用搅拌机
2 speed blender with durable, epoxy powder-coated zinc die-cast housing. 
Choice of stainless steel or glass blending jug.
  
 Total dimension (cm) W16 x D16 x H38
18-00061 Stainless steel jug capacity 1ℓ / 32oz
18-00062 Glass jug capacity 1.2ℓ / 40oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 18000 to 20000

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00063 1ℓ stainless steel container with lid 
18-00064 1.2ℓ glass container with lid and blending assembly 

18-00059

18-00061

18-00060

18-00062
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bar blender  
酒吧搅拌机
Crushes hollow ice in seconds!
Choice of stainless steel or polycarbonate blending jug.
  
 Total dimension (cm) Ø18.5 x H41.5  
18-00070 Stainless steel jug capacity (ℓ  / oz) 1 / 32 
18-00071 Polycarbonate jug capacity (ℓ  / oz) 1.3 / 44 
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz 
 Motor Single phase, 0.75 HP

Optional accessories / spares:  

18-00072 1ℓ stainless steel container with lid  
18-00073 1.3ℓ polycarbonate container with lid  

basic bar blender  
基本型酒吧搅拌机
2 speed blender with durable, epoxy powder-coated zinc die-cast housing. User-replaceable metal-
reinforced rubber coupling.
Choice of stainless steel or polycarbonate blending jug.
  
 Total dimension (cm) Ø18.5 x H35 
18-00074 Stainless steel jug capacity 1 ℓ  / 32oz 
18-00075 Polycarbonate jug capacity 1.4 ℓ  / 48oz 
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz 
 Motor Single phase, 0.5 HP

Optional accessory / spares:

18-00076 1ℓ stainless steel container with lid  
18-00077 1.4ℓ polycarbonate container with lid 

basic bar blender
基本型酒吧搅拌机
2-speed glass blender with heavy-duty zinc die-cast housing – offers maximum motor protection, quiet 
operation, and stability while blending. Recommended for 1 to 25 drinks per day.
  
18-00112 Total dimension (cm) L20.3 x W17.8 x H41.9
 Stainless steel jug capacity 1ℓ  / 32oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.5 HP

18-00070

18-00074

18-00071

18-00075

kitchen blender  
厨用搅拌机
Single speed blender with durable, epoxy powder-coated zinc die-cast housing. 
Choice of stainless steel or glass blending jug.
  
 Total dimension (cm) Ø16 x H38
18-00066 Stainless steel jug capacity 1ℓ / 32oz
18-00065 Glass jug capacity 1.2ℓ / 40oz
 Electric specs 230V / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 18000 to 20000

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00063 1ℓ stainless steel container with lid 
18-00064 1.2ℓ glass container with lid and blending assembly 

18-00065 18-00066



light-duty bar blender  
轻负荷型 酒吧搅拌机
5-speed blender with water-proof motor block. Ideal for cocktails and drinks and suitable for use with 
hollow ice.
  
18-00081 Total dimension (cm) W17 x D17 x H40 
 Polycarbonate jug capacity 1.75ℓ / 59oz
 Electric specs 240V / 525W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00114 1.75ℓ glasss jug 

Tabletop light-duty bar blender and dry mill  
桌面轻负荷型酒吧搅拌机和干料研磨器
2-in-1 blender and dry mill with safety lock.  
 
18-00082 Total dimension (cm) W16 x D14.5 x H37 
 Polycarbonate jug capacity 1.5ℓ / 50oz
 Dry mill capacity 0.17ℓ / 5.5oz
 Electric specs 220-240V / 350W / 50-60Hz

Tabletop blender / mixer blixer 6 V.V.  
桌面酒吧搅拌机和混合器 - Blixer 6 V.V.
Comes with a leak proof lid and built-in scraper to easily prepare all types of mixed and liquidized 
food. A fine serrated blade is supplied as a standard attachment. Polycarbonate lid designed to allow 
ingredients to be added while processing.
Comes with pulse control and variable speed for optimum cutting precision. Stainless steel  
cutter bowl. 
 
18-00090 Total dimension (cm) W37 x D27 x H53.5
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 7
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 300 to 3000

Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00091 Fine serrated blade 

Tabletop blender/mixer blixer 5 Plus  
桌面酒吧搅拌机和混合器 - Blixer 5 Plus
Comes with a leak proof lid and built-in scraper to easily prepare all types of mixed and liquidized 
food. A fine serrated blade is supplied as a standard attachment. Polycarbonate lid designed to allow 
ingredients to be added while processing.
Comes with pulse control and 2 speed options for optimum cutting precision. Stainless steel  
cutter bowl.
  
18-00092 Total dimension (cm) W34 x D27 x H50
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5.5
 Electric specs 230V / 1300W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500 and 3000

18-00115 Total dimension (cm) W34 x D27 x H50
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5.5
 Electric specs 440V / 1300W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 1500 and 3000

Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00093 Fine serrated blade 
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Tabletop blender/mixer blixer 3 and 4  
桌面式酒吧搅拌机和混合器 - Blixer 3 和 4
Comes with a leak proof lid and built-in scraper to easily prepare all types of mixed and liquidized 
food. A fine serrated blade is supplied as a standard attachment. Polycarbonate lid designed to allow 
ingredients to be added while processing. Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision. 
Stainless steel cutter bowl.
  
18-00094 Total dimension (cm) W30.4 x D22.6 x H46
(Blixer 4) Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 4.5
 Electric specs 230V / 900W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 3000

18-00096 Total dimension (cm) W33 x D21 x H42
(Blixer 3) Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 3.7
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 3000

Optional accessories / spares:

18-00095 Fine serrated blade for 18-00094 (Blixer 4)
18-00097 Fine serrated blade for 18-00096 (Blixer 3)

Tabletop cutter/mixer r10
桌面式切碎机/搅拌器 R10
Built with a see-through lid for the ease of monitoring and allows users to add ingredients while the 
machine is running. The pulse control function gives greater control and optimum cutting precision for 
better results. Comes with a smooth-edged blade and optional course and fine edged serrated blades 
for grinding, kneading, or parsley chopping. Parts can be easily removed for convenient cleaning.
  
18-00098 Total dimension (cm) W34.5 x D56 x H72
 Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 11.5
 Electric specs 400V / 2200W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 1500 and 3000

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00295 Straight blade 
18-00296 Serrated blade 
18-00297 Fine serrated blade 

Tabletop cutter/mixer r3 and r2
桌面式切碎机/搅拌器 R3 和 R2
Comes with a straight blade knife. Optional serrated blade designed for grinding/kneading and a fine 
serrated blade mainly for parsley chopping. Polycarbonate lid designed to allow ingredients to be added 
while processing.  Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision. Stainless steel cutter bowl.
Comes with a straight blade knife. Optional serrated blade designed for grinding/kneading and a fine 
serrated blade mainly for parsley chopping. Polycarbonate lid designed to allow ingredients to be added 
while processing.  Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision. Stainless steel cutter bowl.
 
18-00101 Total dimension (cm) W32 x D21 x H40
(R3) Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 3.7
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

18-00117 Total dimension (cm) L35 x W20 x H28
(R2) Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 2.9
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:  
R3 R2 
18-00102 18-00298 Straight blade
18-00103 18-00129 Serrated blade
18-00104 18-00299 Fine serrated blade

18-00101

18-00096



Tabletop cutter/mixer Vcb-31S
桌面式切碎机/搅拌器 VCB-31S
Special design and angle of the knives turn ingredients in the bowl, giving the content a uniform texture. 
Achieves perfect results in just half the time taken by a conventional cutter/mixer.
  
18-00496 Total dimension (cm) L30 x W28.5 x H44cm
 Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 3
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1000W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single Phase
 Revolutions per min 1450

Tabletop cutter/mixer Vcb-62
桌面式切碎机/搅拌器 VCB-62
For professional mid-size to large kitchen, the VCB-62 comes with built-in handles for easy mobility and 
scraper system for perfect results.  
  
18-00336 Total dimension (cm) L31 x W35 x H48
 Bowl capacity (ℓ ) 6
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50-60Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 1500 and 3000

Tabletop chopper grinder  
桌面式切碎机/研磨器
2 separate bowls and blade assemblies for grinding and chopping!
Grinding - 3-blade hub with see-through bowl and patented cover for grinding spices and hard foods 
such as Parmesan and Romano cheeses, nuts, coffee beans, and peppercorns, allspice, celery and 
mustard seeds.
Chopping - 2-blade hub and see-through bowl for chopping garlic, shallots, onions,chocolate and 
leafy herbs. Cover has opening for adding liquids, oils and eggs while processing sauces, creams  
or toppings.
  
18-00106 Total dimension (cm) W14 x D20 x H22
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 0.7
 Electric specs 230V / 150W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.75 HP

Spice grinder
香辛料研磨器
Comes complete with 3 stainless steel bowls with lids. Suitable for hard spices.
  
18-00337 Total dimension (cm) L12 x W14 x H20
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 0.35
 Electric specs 230V / 175W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.23 HP

grinding and Pulverizing machine  
研磨粉碎机
High speed grinding machine with fineness reaching 200-250 mesh.
  
18-00661 Total dimension (cm) W19.5 x D22 x H39
 Capacity (ℓ) 0.35
 Electric specs 220V / 1800W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 25000
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maximise r401 and r301 machines with the optional Robot Coupe Cuisine Kit! Its set of 
attachments gives convenience to make fruits sauces / coulis and citrus juices in just seconds. All parts 
can easily be assembled and taken out for washing. Perfect for amuse-bouche, soup, sorbet, ice-
cream, smoothies, jam, fruit pastes, pastilles and more!

Tabletop cutter/mixer and vegetable cutter r502e  
桌面式切碎/搅拌器，切菜机 R502E
Cutter-mixer attachment comes with a straight blade knife. Optional serrated blade designed for 
grinding/kneading and a fine serrated blade mainly for parsley chopping. 
Vegetable preparation attachment is equipped with a large feed opening (139cm2) for cabbage, 
celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for slicing long or fragile vegetables. Selection of 50 optional 
discs for slicing, julienne and grating. No discs included.
Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision.

18-00338 Total dimension (cm) W35 x D38 x H66.5
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5.5
 Recommended for 30 to 300 meals and more
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 750 and 1500

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00119 Straight blade 
18-00120 Serrated blade 
18-00121 Fine serrated blade (Special parsley) 
18-00113 Set of 8 slicing discs (2mm and 5mm slicer, 2mm grater, 3 x 3mm julienne disc, 10mm  
 slicer + 10 x 10mm dicing grid and 2pcs of 10 x 10mm french fry disc) 

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Tabletop cutter/mixer and vegetable cutter r401 and r301 Ultra
桌面式切碎/搅拌机，切菜机 R401 and R301 Ultra
Cutter-mixer attachment comes with a straight blade knife. Optional serrated blade designed for 
grinding/kneading and a fine serrated blade mainly for parsley chopping. Polycarbonate lid designed to 
allow ingredients to be added while processing.
Vegetable preparation attachment is equipped with a large feed opening (104cm2) for cabbage, 
celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for slicing long or fragile vegetables. Selection of 23 optional 
stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and grating. No discs included.
Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision.

18-00118 Total dimension (cm) W30.4 x D32 x H57
(R401) Bowl capacity (ℓ) 4
 Recommended for 20 to 100 meals and more
 Electric specs 230V / 700W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

18-00125 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D32.5 x H55
(R301 Ultra) Bowl capacity (ℓ) 3.5
 Recommended for 10 to 70 meals
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:  
R401 R301 
18-00119 18-00102 Straight blade
18-00120 18-00103 Serrated blade
18-00121 18-00104 Fine serrated blade (Special parsley)
18-00122 18-00126 Vegetable preparation attachment (without discs)
18-00339  Set of 4 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater,   
  4 x 4mm julienne disc)
18-00123  Set of 5 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater,   
  4 x 4mm julienne disc and 8 x 8mm french fry disc)
18-00340  Cuisine Kit (Fruit sauces/coulis and citrus press function)

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.  

18-00118

18-00125



Tabletop cutter/mixer and vegetable cutter cc-32S
桌面式切碎/搅拌器，切菜机 CC-32S
Works both as a vegetable preparation machine and a verticle cutter, this model is suitable for slicing, 
grating and shredding all firm and soft vegetables. Tight sealed lid for large liquid volume and dry 
ingredients. Built with an automatic start-stop function that enhances work effectiveness. It is 
manufactured with hygiene certified materials and all loose parts can be washed in dishwasher. Its 
blades are serrated, making them more wear resistant. Small and compact for easy storage. 

18-00341 Total dimension (cm) W28.5 x D35 x H44
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 3
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1000W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 500 and 1450

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Tabletop cutter/mixer and vegetable cutter r201 Ultra e
桌面式切碎/搅拌器，切菜机 R201 Ultra E
Cutter-mixer attachment comes with a straight blade knife. Optional serrated blade designed for 
grinding/kneading and a fine serrated blade mainly for parsley chopping. Polycarbonate lid designed to 
allow ingredients to be added while processing.
Vegetable preparation attachment is equipped with a large feed opening (for cabbage, celery etc) and 
a round opening for slicing long or fragile vegetables. Selection of 23 optional stainless steel discs for 
slicing, julienne and grating.
Comes with pulse control for optimum cutting precision. Stainless steel cutter bowl.
  
18-00127 Total dimension (cm) W34 x D22 x H44.5
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 2.5
 Electric specs 230V / 550W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00128 Straight blade 
18-00129 Serrated blade 
18-00130 Fine serrated blade
18-00342 Set of 4 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater, 4 x 4mm julienne disc) 
18-00123 Set of 5 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater, 4 x 4mm julienne disc and  
 8 x 8mm french fry disc)
 
See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Vegetable preparation machine rg250
蔬菜加工机 RG250
A machine stand model for large capacities. It can slice, dice, shred, grate, make julienne, cut French 
fries and waffle vegetables. The machine has robust all-aluminium construction with an ergonomic user-
friendly design.
  
18-00881 Total dimension (cm) L45 x W28.5 x H58.66
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 480
 Electric specs 230 - 240V / 2500W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 350

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.
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Vegetable preparation machine cl60 Automatic  
蔬菜加工机 CL60, 自动型
Equipped with a tilting and removable automatic feed head which is ideal for slicing delicate vegetables 
such as mushrooms, tomatoes, grating carrots, dicing potatoes and cutting french fries etc.
Selection of 35 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and grating etc. No discs included.  
2 speed options of 375 and 750 R.P.M. to guarantee perfect results and fast processing. 
  
18-00131 Total dimension (cm) W72 x D60 x H122.5
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 900
 Electric specs 400V / 1500W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase
 Revolutions per min 375 and 750

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00132 Potato ricer equipment made with a special grid Ø3mm, a paddle and ejector disc.

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Vegetable preparation machine rg100
蔬菜加工机 RG100
Slices, dices, shreds, grates makes julienne and crimping slices. Processes fruit, vegetables, dry bread, 
cheese, nuts, mushrooms, etc. Table top machine made for commercial use and long life. Leaning 
design reduces stress on shoulders and back when the machine is being refilled.
  
18-00343 Total dimension (cm) W72 x D60 x H122.5
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 300
 Electric specs 230 - 240V / 2500W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 350

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Trolley and container sold separately

Vegetable preparation machine cl55 Automatic  
蔬菜加工机 CL55, 自动型
Equipped with a automatic feed head which is ideal for slicing delicate vegetables such as mushrooms, 
tomatoes, grating carrots, dicing potatoes and cutting french fries etc. 
Comes with a stainless steel movable stand.
Selection of 35 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and grating etc. No disc included.  
Single speed of 375 R.P.M. suitable for cutting fries and handling delicate vegetables.
  
18-00133 Dimension without stand (cm) W35 x D48 x H66.5
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 600
 Electric specs 230V / 1100W / 50Hz
 Motor Three phase
 Revolutions per min 375 and 750

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00132 Potato ricer equipment made with a special grid Ø3mm, a paddle and ejector disc

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Container sold separately



Tabletop vegetable preparation machine cl52  
蔬菜加工机 CL52
Equipped with a large feed opening (227cm2) for cabbage, celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm)  
for slicing long or fragile vegetables. Removable wall for optimum cutting results, highly recommended 
for potatoes or tomato slices. 
Selection of 37 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and grating etc. No discs included. 
Single speed of 375 R.P.M. suitable for cutting fries and handling delicate vegetables.
  
18-00134 Total dimension (cm) W36 x D35 x H64
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 300
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 375

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00113 Set of 8 slicing discs (2mm and 5mm slicer, 2mm grater, 3 x 3mm julienne disc,  
 10mm slicer + 10 x 10mm dicing grid and 2pcs of 10 x 10mm french fry disc) 
18-00132 Potato ricer equipment made with a special grid Ø3mm, a paddle and ejector disc
 
See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Tabletop vegetable preparation machine cl50 gourmet Parsley kit
蔬菜加工机 CL50 美芹套装
CL50 Gourmet allows you to make 5 new waffle and dicing cuts of exceptional quality which are 
otherwise difficult and time consuming to be prepared by hand. Take advantage of the range of 50 
different discs and give your imagination free reign to dream up exciting new recipes.
Equipped with a large feed opening (132cm2) for cabbage, celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for 
slicing long or fragile vegetables.
No disc included. Single speed of 375 R.P.M. suitable for cutting fries and handling delicate vegetables.
  
18-00344 Total dimension (cm) W31 x D35 x H59
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 250
 Electric specs 230V / 550W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 375

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00113 Set of 8 slicing discs (2mm and 5mm slicer, 2mm grater, 3 x 3mm julienne disc, 10mm  
 slicer + 10 x 10mm dicing grid and 2pcs of 10 x 10mm french fry disc) 

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Tabletop vegetable preparation machine cl50  
桌面式蔬菜加工机 CL50 
Equipped with a large feed opening (121cm2) for cabbage, celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for 
slicing long or fragile vegetables.
Selection of 37 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and grating etc. No discs included. 
Single speed of 375 R.P.M. suitable for cutting fries and handling delicate vegetables.
  
18-00135 Total dimension (cm) W32 x D35 x H59
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 250
 Electric specs 230V / 550W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 375

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00113 Set of 8 slicing discs (2mm and 5mm slicer, 2mm grater, 3 x 3mm julienne disc, 10mm  
 slicer + 10 x 10mm dicing grid and 2pcs of 10 x 10mm french fry disc) 
18-00345 Potato Ricer Attachment (Comes with a special 3mm grid, paddle, ejector disc for pureed  
 vegetables and a feed tube to facilitate continuous throughput.) 

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.
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Tabletop vegetable preparation machine cl40
桌面式蔬菜加工机 CL40 
Equipped with a large feed opening (104cm2) for cabbage, celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for 
slicing long or fragile vegetables. Selection of 28 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and 
grating etc. No disc included. Single speed of 375 R.P.M. suitable for cutting fries and handling delicate 
vegetables.
  
18-00346 Total dimension (cm) W30.4 x D32 x H59
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 80
 Electric specs 230V / 500W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 375

Optional accessory / spare:      
18-00347 Set of 6 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater, 4 x 4mm julienne disc and  
 10mm slicer + 10 x 10mm dicing grid) 

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.

Tabletop vegetable preparation machine cl20
桌面式蔬菜加工机 CL20 
Equipped with a large feed opening (104cm2) for cabbage, celery etc and a round opening (Ø58mm) for 
slicing long or fragile vegetables. Selection of 23 optional stainless steel discs for slicing, julienne and 
grating etc. No disc included.
  
18-00348 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D32 x H55
 Output capacity per hour (kg) 60
 Electric specs 230V / 400W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:      
18-00349 Set of 4 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater, 4 x 4mm julienne disc) 
18-00123 Set of 5 slicing discs (2mm and 4mm slicers, 2mm grater, 4 x 4mm julienne disc and  
 8 x 8mm french fry disc) 

See page 18.29 for individual optional vegetable slicers.



 Thickness R201 Ultra, 
R301 Ultra,
R401, CL25

CL30 R502, 
R602VV, 
CL50,
CL52, CL55 
and CL60

CL50 Gourmet CC-32S 
(Hallde)

RG100 
(Hallde)

RG250 
(Hallde)

Slicers

0.5 mm - - - - 18-00361 18-00361 18-01050

0.6 mm (almonds) - - 18-00200 18-00200 - - -

0.8 mm - - 18-00201 18-00201 - - -

1 mm 18-00202 18-00202 18-00203 18-00203 18-00362 18-00363 18-01051

1 mm
(with 2 guiding 
inserts for parsley) 

- - - 18-00364 - - -

1.5 mm - - - - 18-00365 18-00365 18-01052

2 mm 18-00204 18-00204 18-00205 18-00205 18-00366 18-00367 18-01053

3 mm 18-00206 18-00206 18-00207 18-00207 18-00368 18-00368 18-01054

4 mm 18-00208 18-00208 18-00209 18-00209 18-00369 18-00370 18-01055

4 mm (cooked 
potatoes)

- - 18-00371 18-00371 - - -

5 mm 18-00210 18-00210 18-00211 18-00211 18-00372 18-00373 18-01056

6 mm 18-00212 18-00212 18-00374 18-00374 18-00375 18-00375 18-01057

6 mm
(cooked potatoes)

- - 18-00376 18-00376 - - -

7 mm - - - - 18-00377 18-00377 18-01058

8 mm - - 18-00213 18-00213 18-00378 18-00378 18-01059

9 mm - - - - 18-00379 18-00379 18-01060

10 mm - - 18-00214 18-00214 18-01380 18-01380 18-01061

14 mm - - 18-00215 18-00215 - - -

ripple cut slicers

2 mm 18-00216 18-00216 18-00217 18-00217 - - -

3 mm - - 18-00218 18-00218 - - -

4 mm - - - - 18-01381 18-01382 18-01062

5 mm - - 18-00219 18-00219 - - -

6 mm - - - - 18-01383 18-01383 18-01063

Waffle cut slicers

2 mm - - - 18-01384 - - -

3 mm - - - 18-01385 - - -

4 mm - - - 18-01386 - - -

6 mm - - - 18-01387 - - -
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 Thickness R201 Ultra, 
R301 Ultra,
R401, CL25

CL30 R502, 
R602VV, 
CL50,
CL52, CL55 
and CL60

CL50 Gourmet CC-32S 
(Hallde)

RG100 
(Hallde)

RG250 
(Hallde)

Julienne / strips

1 x 8 mm 18-01388 18-01388 - - -

1 x 30 mm  
(onion/cabbage)

18-00389 18-00389 - - -

2 x 2 mm 18-00220 18-00220 18-00221 18-00221 18-00390 18-00391 18-01064

2.5 x 2.5 mm 18-00392 18-00392 - - -

2 x 4 mm 18-00222 18-00222 18-00223 18-00223 - - -

2 x 6 mm 18-00224 18-00224 18-00225 18-00225 - 18-00393 18-01065

2 x 8 mm - - 18-00226 18-00226 - -

2 x 10 mm - - 18-00227 18-00227 - -

3 x 3 mm - - 18-00228 18-00228 - -

4 x 4 mm 18-00229 18-00229 18-00230 18-00230 18-00394 18-00395 18-01066

6 x 6 mm 18-00231 18-00231 18-00232 18-00232 18-00396 18-01067

8 x 8 mm 18-00233 18-00233 18-00234 18-00234 18-00397 18-01068

10 x 10 mm - - - - - 18-00398 18-01069

french fries cutter

8 x 8 mm - 18-00235 18-00236 18-00236 - - -

10 x 10 mm - 18-00237 18-00238 18-00238 - - -

graters

0.7 mm (radish) 18-00239 18-00239 - - - 18-00399 18-01070

1 mm (radish) 18-00240 18-00240 18-00241 18-00241 - - -

1.3 mm (radish) 18-00242 18-00242 - - - - -

1.5 mm 18-00243 18-00244 18-00245 18-00245 18-00437 18-00437 18-01071

2 mm 18-00246 18-00247 18-00248 18-00248 18-00438 18-00439 18-01072

3 mm 18-00249 18-00250 18-00251 18-00251 18-00440 18-00440 18-01073

4 mm - - 18-00252 18-00252 18-00443 - -

4.5 mm - - - - 18-00444 18-00444 18-01074

5 mm - - 18-00253 18-00253 - - -

6 mm 18-00254 18-00254 - - 18-00445 18-00446 18-01075

7 mm - - 18-00255 18-00255 - - -

8 mm - - - - 18-00447 18-00447 18-01076

9 mm 18-00256 18-00256 18-00257 18-00257 - - -

10 mm - - - - 18-00448 18-00448 18-01077

parmesan 18-00258 18-00258 18-00259 18-00259 - 18-00449 18-01078

rostis potato 18-00450 18-00451 18-00452 18-00453 - 18-00454 18-01079



 Thickness R201 Ultra, 
R301 Ultra,
R401, CL25

CL30 R502, 
R602VV, 
CL50,
CL52, CL55 
and CL60

CL50 Gourmet CC-32S 
(Hallde)

RG100 
(Hallde)

RG250  
(Hallde)

dicing equipment 

1 dicing grid + 1 slicer

2 x 2 x 2 mm 
(brunoise)

- - - 18-00455 - - -

5 x 5 x 5 mm - - 18-00260 18-00260 - - -

7.5 x 7.5 mm - 18-00456** 18-01080**

8 x 8 x 8 mm - 18-00261 18-00262 18-00262 - - -

10 x 10 x 10 mm - 18-00263 18-00264 18-00264 - 18-00457** 18-01081**

12 x 12 x 12 mm - 18-00265 - - - - -

14 x 14 x 5 mm 
(mozarella)

18-00458 18-00458 - - -

14 x 14 x 10 mm 18-00459 18-00459 - - -

14 x 14 x 14 mm - - 18-00460 - - - -

15 x 15 x 15 mm - - - - - 18-00461** 18-01082**

20 x 20 x 20 mm - - 18-00267 - - - -

25 x 25 x 25 mm - - 18-00268 - - - -

50 x 70 x 25 mm 
(salad)

- - 18-00269 - - - -

Soft dicing equipment

1 dicing grid + 1 slicer

8 x 8 x 8 mm - - - - - 18-00462 18-01083

10 x 10 x 10 mm - - - - - 18-00463 18-01084

12 x 12 x 12 mm - - - - - 18-00464 18-01085

15 x 15 x 15 mm - - - - - 18-00465 18-01086

** These codes denote dicing grids only and must be used with a suitable standard, slicer, dicing cutter or fine cut slicer.

Accessories for discs
18-00466 Stainless steel wall discs holder
18-00467 D-clean kit  : Cleaning tool for dicing grids
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Vegetable preparation machine  
蔬菜加工机
Consists of the BM 2000 motor block, a stainless steel Dynacutter bowl, 4 preparation discs (2 and 3 
mm shredding discs, 2 and 3 mm slicing discs) and 1 ejector disc.
Expand your usage options by complementing with other attachments in Dynamic’s Master range  
(see 18-00010 to 18-00020).
  
18-00139 Total dimension (cm) L36 x W26 x H65 cm
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00019 Dicing kit (mm) 10 x 10
18-00020 Julienne disc (mm) 10 x 10

commerical food processor
商用食物加工机
LiquiLock™ sealed, clear-view 3.5-quart batch bowl. Slice, shred, grate, purée, chop, knead and 
more! Quality accessories make the WFP14S versatile enough for any food-processing job, with the 
convenience of a detachable stem to switch tasks with ease.
  
18-00350 Total dimension (cm) W25.5 x D29 x H40
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 3.35
 Electric specs 230V / 600W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1HP
 Revolutions per min 1800

Optional accessories / spares:  

18-00351 Adjustable slicing disc with 16 different thickness from 1mm- 6mm 
18-00352 Sealed whipping disc for whipped cream, crème fraîche, butter etc 
18-00353 Reversible Shredding Disc to process either a fine (2mm) shredding or medium (4mm)  
 shredding all in one 
18-00354 Continuous-feed chute for large-volume processing 

Tabletop blender dynacutter complete  
桌面搅拌器 Dynacutter 完整套装
Consists of the BM 2000 motor block, a stainless steel Dynacutter bowl and a standard straight blade. 
Expand your usage options by complementing with other attachments in Dynamic’s Master range (see 
18-00010 to 18-00020).
  
18-00105 Bowl dimension (cm) Ø20 x H16
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 230V / 460W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase
 Revolutions per min 1500

Optional accessories / spares:  
18-00007 Standard blade 
18-00008 Serrated blade 

Tabletop light-duty food processor  
桌面轻负荷型食物加工机
Provided with dough tool, cream propellor for whipping and stainless steel slicing and shredding inserts. 
Comes with pulse control and variable speed for optimum cutting precision.
  
18-00107 Total dimension (cm) W32 x D24 x H35
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 2
 Electric specs 220V / 600W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase

Shown with 18-00354

Sealed Whipping Disc

New Exclusive Accessories

Adjustable Slicing Disc

Reversible Shredding Disc

Note: Many Other Discs 
Available



Spring onion cutter  
葱切碎机
Compact size onion cutter increases efficiency in the kitchen! Easy to operate and maintain. 
 
18-00355 Total dimension (cm) L41 x W35 x H51 
 Electric specs 230V / 186W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1/4 HP

manual vegetable slicing and shredding machine  
手动蔬菜切片切碎机
Slice and shred with ease. The Dynacoupe is ideal for manually slicing and shredding vegetables. Easy 
to clean and the discs are easily interchangeable. Comes with one 3mm slicing disc and one 3mm 
shredding disc.
  
18-00157 Total dimension (cm) Ø37 x H26

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00158 Slicing disc 1.5 mm
18-00159 Slicing disc 2 mm
18-00160 Slicing disc 3 mm
18-00161 Slicing disc 5 mm
18-00162 Shredding disc 2 mm
18-00163 Shredding disc 3 mm
18-00164 Shredding disc 4 mm

manual vegetable dicing machine  
手动蔬菜切丁机
Dices, juliennes and slices! Simple and practical to use for rapidly and efficiently preparing vegetables. Its 
patented grid system made with surgical stainless steel blades ensures a consistent cut of vegetables, 
fruit and certain cooked meat. Great for soft vegetables.
Comes with one 8.5mm grid set.
  
18-00165 Total dimension (cm) Ø37 x H26

Optional grids with pusher:  
18-00166 7 x 7mm 
18-00167 8.5 x 8.5mm 
18-00168 10 x 10mm 

Stainless steel manual vegetable dicer  
不锈钢手动蔬菜切丁机
Dices vegetables into 10 x 10mm cubes.
  
18-00169 Total dimension (cm) W36 x D35.5 x H66
 Height below blade (cm) 20.5

Stainless steel manual tomato wedger  
不锈钢手动番茄切块机
Cuts tomatoes into 8 wedges smoothly and quickly.
  
18-00170 Total dimension (cm) W38.5 x D32.5 x H58
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Stainless steel manual tomato slicer
不锈钢手动番茄切片机
Slices tomatoes into 5.5mm thick pieces.
  
18-00171 Total dimension (cm) L48 x W20 x H28

Optional accessory:  
18-00172 Set of 11 blades, 5.5mm thickness 

Stainless steel economy manual slicer
不锈钢经济型手动切片机
Slices tomatoes into 5.5mm thick pieces.
  
 Total dimension (cm) L42 x W20 x H21
18-00356 Slicing thickness (mm) 4
18-00357 Slicing thickness (mm) 5.5

manual chateau cutter  
手动切块机
Easily makes “château” or “cocottes” with a length from 4 to 8cm. Adjustable blade positions and 
carriage support.
  
18-00174 Total dimension (cm) L31 x W17 x H26

french fry cutter
切薯条机
Comes with 9x9mm, 10x10mm and 12x12mm grids.
  
18-00360 Total dimension (cm) L26 x W10.1 x H13

french fry cutter  
薯条与楔形条切条机
Heavy-duty cast body, cast iron handle and stainless steel trough. The frame, pusher block and cutting 
frame are all rust proof. Capacity of 15.2cm long potatoes and can process up to 22.7kg per hour.
  
 Total dimension (cm) L44 x W20.5 x H29
Complete set of cutter with blades and pusher block:  
18-00175 0.6cm french fry cut
18-00176 1cm french fry cut
18-00358 6 wedge cutter
18-00359 8 wedge cutter
 
Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00177 Cutting frame for 18-00175
18-00178 Cutting frame for 18-00176
18-00179 Pusher block for 18-00175
18-00180 Pusher block for 18-00176

Fry cutter 18-00175, 18-00176

Wedge cutter 18-00358, 18-00359



manual food cutter  
手动食物切片机
The operating lever system allows an effortless and perfect cut. Blade and base can be taken apart  
for cleaning.
  
18-00173 Total dimension (cm) L94 x W29 x H56
 Dimension below blade (cm) L32 x H19

Wash Guard

Wash guard

Blade Assembly

Blade assembly

electric food slicer  
电动食物切片机
Extra-large model designed to handle larger quantities or bigger-sized items such as cooked chicken 
breasts. Slices soft fruits and vegetables. Get clean cut uniform slices every time, even with overripe, soft 
tomatoes. High-speed reciprocating stainless steel serrated blades cut cleanly with minimum pressure.
Comes complete with pusher assembly and 2 blade assemblies with wash guard for safe cleaning of 
blade assembly.
  
 Total dimension (cm) L46 x W16 x H23
 Electric specs 230V / 135W / 50-60Hz
Complete set of slicer with 2 blades:  

18-00141 3/16” slicing thickness 
18-00142 1/4” slicing thickness 
18-00143 3/8” slicing thickness 

Optional accessories / spares:    

18-00144 Blade assembly for 3/16” slicing thickness 
18-00145 Blade assembly for 1/4” slicing thickness 
18-00146 Blade assembly for 3/8” slicing thickness 

electric food slicer  
电动食物切片机
Slices soft fruits and vegetables. Get clean cut uniform slices every time, even with overripe, soft 
tomatoes. High-speed reciprocating stainless steel serrated blades cut cleanly with minimum pressure.
Comes complete with pusher assembly and 2 blade assemblies with wash guard for safe cleaning of 
blade assembly. 
 
 Total dimension (cm) L42 x W16 x H23
 Electric specs 230V / 135W / 50-60Hz
Complete set of slicer with 2 blades:  
18-00149 3/16” slicing thickness 
18-00150 1/4” slicing thickness 
18-00151 3/8” slicing thickness
 
Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00152 Blade assembly for 3/16” slicing thickness 
18-00153 Blade assembly for 1/4” slicing thickness 
18-00154 Blade assembly for 3/8” slicing thickness 

Stainless steel manual food cutter  
不锈钢手动食物切片机
Mini-guitare for round food with a tender and a homogeneousconsistency : “foie gras,” mousse, tender 
fruits, goat’s cheese mozarella, butter, boiled eggs, sausages. 5mm cut.
  
18-00182 Total dimension (cm) L45 x W23 x H14
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fibreglass mandoline with protective carriage  
玻纤曼陀林切片机带保护架
Comes with 3 julienne blades (3, 5 and 9.5 mm).
  
18-00306 Dimension (cm) L39.5 x W13.2

Plastic mandoline with protective carriage
塑料曼陀林切片机带保护架
The VIPER mandoline, a compact, more efficient, simpler and even safer mandoline slicer. Better-
performing V-shaped blade which slices all fruits and vegetables, even soft ones, without crushing them.
Comes with one slicing plate and two Julienne 4 and 10mm plates for cubes, diamonds, Julienne strips, 
sticks and rounds. Adjustable thickness of 1 to 10mm.
  
18-00468 Dimension (cm) L41 x W21

Stainless steel mandoline  
不锈钢曼陀林切片机
Comes with 38, 44 or 60 blades for an extra wide range of your vegetable preparation needs! 
 
 Dimension (cm) L41 x W13.5

Complete set of mandoline with blades:  
18-00302 60 blades  
18-00303 44 blades 
18-00304 38 blades 
 
Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00305 Stainless steel protective carriage 18-00305

Plastic mandoline with protective carriage  
塑料曼陀林切片机带保护架
Made of stainless steel and polymer composite. Includes double horizontal blades (straight and serrated) 
and Julienne blades (space 4 and 10 mm)to produce many cut styles: Julienne cuts, waffle cut, slice or 
crinkle cuts. Precise thickness adjustment up to 10mm.
  
18-00469 Dimension (cm) L40 x W20

Plastic mandoline with protective carriage
塑料曼陀林切片机带保护架
Includes four slicing inserts plus two Julienne blade inserts for a variety of cuts.
  
18-00470 Dimension (cm) L38 x W13 x H17

Plastic mandoline with protective carriage 
塑料曼陀林切片机带保护架

18-00307 Dimension (cm) L37 x W12.5



Plastic Japanese mandoline  
塑料日式曼陀林切片机
Comes with 3 blades
  
18-00310 Dimension (cm) L31 x W9

Optional accessories / spares:     
18-00311 Fine tooth blade for 18-00310 
18-00312 Medium tooth blade for 18-00310 
18-00313 Wide tooth blade for 18-00310 

Plastic slicer with protective carriage
塑料切片机带保护架
Featuring a V-shaped blade at an optimised cutting angle 19.3°, this model is suitable for all fruits 
and vegetables — even the softest type (tomatoes, pears, etc). Micro-serration of the blade enables 
the thinnest cut of fruit/vegetable with skin while preserving flesh composition. Thickness of cut can 
conveniently be adjusted up to 5mm. Comes with pusher clips-on for space-saving and easy storage. 
Anti-sliding handle and anti-skid feet.
  
18-00471 Dimension (cm) L37.5 x W11.5 x H13

Stainless steel turning slicer  
不锈钢旋转切片机
Cuts vegetables in a thin and continuous strand. Comes with 2, 3 and 6 mm blades. 
  
18-00314 Dimension (cm) L37 x W14 X H25

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00315 Motor kit 220V / 50-60Hz

Plastic electric turning multi-slicer (Japan)  
塑料旋转切片机
Comes with 3 blades.
  
18-00316 Dimension (cm) L41.5 x W15 x H18.5
 Electric specs 100V, 50-60Hz, 80W

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00317 Transformer for 18-00316 
18-00318 Fine tooth blade for 18-00316 
18-00319 Wide tooth blade for 18-00316 

Plastic turning slicer (Japan)  
塑料旋转切片机（日本）
Comes with 3 blades.
  
18-00320 Dimension (cm) L36.5 x W13 x H20

Plastic turning slicer
塑料旋转切片机 
Comes with 3 blades.
  
18-00472 Dimension (cm) L27 x W14 x H22
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Plastic economy turning slicer  
塑料旋转切片机
Comes with 3 blades.
  
18-00324 Dimension (cm) L27 x W10 x H17

Plastic vertical turning slicer (Japan)  
塑料垂直旋转切片机（日本）
Comes with 2 blades.
  
18-00325 Dimension (cm) L14 x W10 x H25

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00322 Spare fine blade for 18-00321 and 18-00325 

Plastic turning sheet cutter (Japan)
塑料旋转切片机（日本）
  
18-00328 Dimension (cm) L21 x W24 x H16

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00473 Spare fine blade for 18-00328 
18-00329 Net cutter attachment for 18-00328

Stainless steel professional electric peeler  
不锈钢专业型电动削皮器
Special machine to peel citrus, kiwis, small melons, peaches, grape-fruits etc. Quickly peels and follows 
the shape of the fruit. Peeling thickness can be adjusted.
  
18-00330 Dimension (cm) W16.5 x D25 x H23
 Electric specs 220V / 18W / 50Hz

Stainless steel professional vegetable peeler
不锈钢专业型电动蔬菜削皮器
  
 Dimension (cm) W12.5 x D17 x H16

Complete peeler for:  
18-00331 Cucumbers 
18-00332 Carrots 
18-00333 Large carrots 

Plastic turning slicer (Japan)  
塑料旋转切片机（日本）
Comes with 3 blades
  
18-00321 Dimension (cm) L27 x W10 x H17

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00322 Spare fine blade for 18-00321 and 18-00325 
18-00323 Spare flat blade for 18-00321 



Stainless steel professional apple peeler  
不锈钢专业型电动苹果削皮器
Peel, slice and core apples with ease! Comes with clamp to secure firmly onto workstation. 
 
18-00334 Dimension (cm) L31.5 x W12.5 X H21

Apple peeler and corer
苹果削皮和挖核器
 
18-00474 Dimension (cm) W30 x D10 x H14

Stainless steel professional pineapple peeler and corer  
不锈钢菠萝取芯切片器
Peels and cores pineapples with only one movement! Safe and easy to dismantle for maintenance.
  
18-00335 Dimension (cm) W39 x D45 x H72
 Blade (mm) Ø89

Optional accessories / spares:  

18-00491 Spare blade for 18-00335 
18-00492 Spare pusher for 18-00335 

Potato peeler machine
土豆削皮机
  
18-00475 Total dimension (cm) L53 x W53 x H99cm
 Capacity (kg) 15
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz, 1Hp

electric salad spinner
电动沙拉甩干机
  
18-00380 Dimension (cm) Ø43 x H63
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
 Suggested capacity 3 to 5 heads of lettuce
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 500

manual salad spinner  (sealed cover - HAccP) 
手动沙拉甩干机
 
18-00381 Dimension (cm) Ø43 x H50
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
 Suggested capacity 3 to 5 heads of lettuce

Optional accessory / spare:    

18-00382 Stabilising base for 20ℓ salad spinner15-00267
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manual salad spinner
手动沙拉甩干机
  
18-00386 Dimension (cm) Ø20 x H12
 Capacity (ℓ) 3
  
18-00387 Dimension (cm) Ø26 x H14
 Capacity (ℓ) 6

18-00476 Dimension (cm) Ø21 x H12
 Capacity (ℓ) 3
  
18-00477 Dimension (cm) Ø26 x H14
 Capacity (ℓ) 6

economy manual salad spinner
经济型手动沙拉甩干机
  
18-00388 Dimension (cm) Ø26 x H17.2
 Capacity (ℓ) 6.2

masticating juice extractor
研磨式果汁机
Uses the patented Low Speed Technology System (LSTS) to extract juices. Operating at only 80 RPM 
and using a mere 150 Watts of energy, the low RPM ensures that the cellular structure of fruits and 
vegetables is kept intact, eliminating oxidation and separation.
  
18-00495 Total dimension (cm) L28 x W16 x H40
 Electric specs 220V / 150W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 80 to 85

manual salad spinner
手动沙拉甩干机

18-00383 Dimension (cm) Ø43 x H50
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
  
18-00384 Dimension (cm) Ø33 x H42
 Capacity (ℓ) 10

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00382 Stabilising base for 20ℓ salad spinner 

Stainless steel manual salad spinner
不锈钢手动沙拉甩干机
  
18-00385 Dimension (cm) Ø24 x H15.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 4.5

18-00386, 18-00387

18-00476, 18-00477

Colours available:

03 Green 06 White



citrus juicer n°52  
柑橘榨汁机 no52
High performance juicer. Comes with 3 extracting cones for limes, lemons/oranges and grapefruits. 
Polycarbonate bowl with chrome base and waterproof motor block. 
 
18-00400 Total dimension (cm) W20.5 x D30.5 x H49
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 20 - 40
 Electric specs 240V / 230W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 1500

lever automatic citrus juicer n°10  
自动柄柑橘榨汁机 no10
Polycarbonate bowl with waterproof motor block. Comes with universal squeezer for all citrus fruits.
Aluminium casting and stainless steel construction
  
Chrome base Total dimension (cm) W20 x D30 x H35
18-00401 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 20 - 40
 Electric specs 240V / 230W / 50-60Hz
Painted base Revolutions per min 1500
18-00402  

citrus juicer n°11  
柑橘榨汁机 no11
Comes with 3 extracting cones for limes, lemons/oranges and grapefruits. Polycarbonate bowl with 
waterproof motor block.
  
Chrome base Total dimension (cm) W20 x D30 x H35
18-00403 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 20 - 40
 Electric specs 240V / 130W / 50-60Hz
Painted base Revolutions per min 1500
18-00404  

citrus juicer n°38  
柑橘榨汁机 no38
Comes with 2 extracting cones for lemons/oranges and grapefruits. Polycarbonate bowl with chrome base 
and waterproof motor block.
  
18-00405 Total dimension (cm) W17 x D30.3 x H35
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 20 - 40
 Electric specs 240V / 130W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 1500

18-00401

18-00403

18-00402

18-00404

citrus juicer dynajuicer PA 96
柑橘榨汁机 Dynajuicer PA96
  
18-00406 Total dimension (cm) Ø22 x H33
 Est. output (no. of oranges / hr) 100 to 150
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 1500

citrus juicer n°71  
柑橘榨汁机 no71
Comes with universal squeezer for all citrus fruits.
  
18-00407 Total dimension (cm) W17 x D23.6 x H17
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 15
 Electric specs 240V / 40W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 80
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centrifugal juice extractor n°58  
离心式榨汁机 no58
Powerful juice extractor with extra-wide feeding chute. Very quiet and powerful motor with automatic 
pulp ejection. 
Stainless steel bowl and base.
  
18-00408 Total dimension (cm) W32 x D48 x H58
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 60
 Feeding chute size (cm) Ø8 
 Electric specs 240V / 800W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000

centrifugal juice extractor n°28  
离心式榨汁机 no28
Produces more than one liter of juice per minute. Very quiet and powerful motor with automatic  
pulp ejection. 
Stainless steel bowl and base.
  
18-00409 Total dimension (cm) W33 x D46.5 x H51
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 60
 Feeding chute size (cm) Ø6.8
 Electric specs 240V / 800W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000

centrifugal juice extractor n°50  
离心式榨汁机 no50
Extra-wide feeding chute for ease of use. Very quiet and powerful motor with automatic pulp ejection. 
Stainless steel bowl and base.
  
Chrome base Total dimension (cm) W26 x D47 x H45 
18-00410 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 100
 Feeding chute size (cm) Ø8
Painted base Electric specs 240V / 600W / 50-60Hz
18-00411 Revolutions per min 300018-00410 18-00411

centrifugal juice extractor   
离心式榨汁机
Pulp ejection juicer designed for making freshly-squeezed juice and vegetable juices. Patented 
automatic feed system for continuous throughput of fruit and vegetables with a diameter of up  
to 79mm.  
 
18-00478 Total dimension (cm) W23.5 x D59.6 x H53.8
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 160
 Feeding chute size (cm) 256
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000

18-00479 Total dimension (cm) W23.5 x D50.5 x H42
 Est. output (ℓ / hr) 120
 Feeding chute size (cm) 162
 Electric specs 230V / 700W / 50Hz
 Revolutions per min 3000
  



Juice extractor  
榨汁机
Commercial juice extractor with stainless steel container
  
18-00412 Total dimension (cm) W26 x D47 x H45
 Feeding chute size (cm) L5 x W3.5
 Electric specs 240V / 600W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessory:  
18-00413 Citrus juicer attachment 

Juice extractor  
榨汁机
Light duty juice extractor with extra-wide feeding chute for greater ease of use.
  
18-00480 Total dimension (cm) L39.5 x W22 x H44
 Feeding chute size (cm) Ø7.5
 Motor Single phase, 1 HP
 Electric specs 240V / 700W / 50-60Hz

Juice extractor  
榨汁机
Light duty juice extractor with extra-wide feeding chute for greater ease of use. 
 
18-00414 Total dimension (cm) W18 x D34 x H36
 Feeding chute size (cm) Ø7.5
 Electric specs 240V / 700W / 50-60Hz

Sugar cane juice extractor  
甘蔗榨汁机
Suitable for juice with fiber: ginger, garlic bulb, orange, lemon, sugar cane, mushroom, and more.
  
18-00481 Total dimension (cm) L43 x W50 x H102
 Feeding chute size (cm) 5 - 8
 Electric specs 230V / 373W / 50Hz

Soya bean grinder  
豆浆研磨机
Commercial soya bean grinder, suitable for bean curd, spiced and dried bean curd, soyabean milk, etc.
  
18-00482 Total dimension (cm) L40 x W40 x H63
 Est. output (kg / hr) 10 - 25
 Electric specs 230V / 746W / 50Hz
 Motor Single Phase, 1HP
 Revolutions per min 2800 / 3600
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Heavy duty single spindle drink mixer  
重负荷单轮饮料搅拌机
Heavy duty variable speed drink mixer with automatic motor activation via bowl detection. Comes with 
one butterfly agitator, one solid agitator and one malt cup.
  
18-00418 Total dimension (cm) W18.2 x D18.6 x H53
 Malt cup capacity (ℓ / oz) 0.83 / 28
 Electric specs 240V / 120W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 8000 to 16000

Optional accessory:  
18-00417 0.83l / 28oz malt cup 

Heavy duty single spindle drink mixer  
重负荷单轮饮料搅拌机
Heavy duty 2-speed drink mixer with removable stainless steel front panel for easy cleaning. Comes with 
one butterfly agitator, one solid agitator and one malt cup.
  
18-00419 Total dimension (cm) W18 x D20 x H50
 Malt cup capacity (ℓ / oz) 0.83 / 28
 Electric specs 230V / 120W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 15000 and 20000

Optional accessory:  
18-00417 0.83ℓ / 28oz malt cup 

Single spindle drink mixer  
单轮饮料搅拌机
2-speed drink mixer with removable stainless steel front panel for easy cleaning. Comes with one 
butterfly agitator and one solid agitator.
  
18-00436 Total dimension (cm) W17.8 x D28 x H50.8
 Malt cup capacity (ℓ / oz) 0.95 / 32
 Electric specs 230V / 165W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 16000, 22000, 25000
  
Optional accessory / spare:  
18-00417 0.83ℓ / 28oz malt cup 

Ice crusher n°53  
碎冰机 no53
Choose coarse or fine ice, crushed in just one touch of button. All removable parts can be put in  
a dishwasher or easily cleaned with hot soapy water.
  
18-00422 Total dimension (cm) W23.6 x D35.3 x H47.4
 Ice cube tank capacity (kg) 1
 Est. output (kg / min) 3
 Electric specs 240V / 130W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 73

18-00417

18-00417

18-00417

Ice shaver n°9
碎冰机 no9
Powerful and sturdy, delivered with an adjustable disc to make flaked ice or crushed ice. Design allows 
for easy cleaning and maintenance.
 
18-00424 Total dimension (cm) W25 x D42 x H35
 Ice cube tank capacity (kg) 0.8
 Est. output (kg/min) 1.6
 Electric specs 240V / 130W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 73



compact ice crusher Ic20  
紧凑型碎冰机 IC20
Choose coarse or fine ice, crushed in just one touch of button. All removable parts can be put in a 
dishwasher or easily cleaned with hot soapy water. 
 
18-00423 Total dimension (cm) W23.6 x D35.3 x H47.4
 Ice cube tank capacity (kg) 1
 Est. output (kg / min) 1.5
 Electric specs 240V / 130W / 50-60Hz
 Revolutions per min 73

manual ice crusher
手动碎冰机
 Dimension (cm) Type

18-00428 W14.3 x D17 x H27 Chromed
18-00429 L12.5 x W12.5 x H24.5 Plastic

18-0042918-00428

Ice shaver
冰沙机
  
18-00425 Total dimension (cm) W28 x D40 x H65
 Shaved ice tank capacity (kg) 5
 Electric specs 220V / 185W / 50-60Hz
 Production speed (kg / min) 2.2 - 14

Ice shaver
冰沙机
  
18-00426 Total dimension (cm) W40 x D28 x H46
 Shaved ice tank capacity (kg) 1
 Electric specs 220V / 185W / 50-60Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.25 HP
 Production speed (kg / min) 2.2 - 14

block ice shaver
块冰冰沙机
  
18-00441 Total dimension (cm) W42 x D31 x H67
 Electric specs 230V / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.25 HP
 Production speed (kg / min) 1.36 - 9.5

block ice slicer
块冰冰沙机
  
18-00442 Total dimension (cm) W42 x D32 x H69
 Electric specs 230V / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 0.25 HP
 Production speed (kg / min) 1.36 - 9.5
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cold drink dispenser
冷饮机
  
18-00430 Capacity 1 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) W19 x D43 x H54.5
 Electric specs 240V / W160 / 50Hz
  
18-00431 Capacity 2 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) W38 x D43 x H54.5
 Electric specs 240V / W260 / 50Hz
  
18-00432 Capacity 3 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) W57 x D43 x H54.5
 Electric specs 240V / W330 / 50Hz

cold drink dispenser
冷饮机
 
18-00433 Capacity 1 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) L26 x W43 x H65
 Electric specs 220V / W120 / 50Hz
  
18-00434 Capacity 2 x 12ℓ 
 Total dimension (cm) L41 x W43 x H65
 Electric specs 220V / W180 / 50Hz
  
18-00435 Capacity 3 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) L61 x W43 x H65
 Electric specs 220V / W230 / 50Hz

18-00430

18-00433

18-00431

18-00434

18-00432

18-00435

glass froster
酒杯瞬时冷冻器
Cools glasses down to -45°C in just 5 seconds! Instantly sterilizes glasses and jars. The glass froster 
uses a conventional CO2 Gas tank like the ones used in draft beer systems. And it freezes up to 
200 glasses per tank, depending on the thickness of the glass. Save both space and energy since it 
eliminates the need of freezers!
Comes without CO2 gas tank
  
18-00493 Manual model without LED lights 
18-00494 Automatic model with LED lights 
 Total dimension (cm) L15 x W15 x H24
 Electric specs 220V / 20W / 50-60Hz

Slush dispenser
雪泥机
  
18-00483 Capacity 2 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) L43 x W52 x H79
 Electric specs 220-240V/ W500 / 50Hz
  
18-00484       Capacity 3 x 12ℓ
 Total dimension (cm) L63 x W52 x H79
 Electric specs 220-240V / W600 / 50Hz

18-00483 18-00484



double deep fryer
双头油炸炉
No faucet With faucet  

18-00501 - Total dimension (cm) W39 x D42.5 x H32
  Capacity  2 x 5ℓ
  Electric specs 2 x 230V / 2 x 3200W / 50Hz
   
18-00502 18-00500 Total dimension (cm) W54 x D42.5 x H32
  Capacity  2 x 8ℓ
  Electric specs 2 x 230V / 2 x 3600W / 50Hz
   
18-00503 - Total dimension (cm) W70 x D45 x H32
  Capacity  2 x 12ℓ
  Electric specs 2 x 220V / 2 x 3800W / 50Hz

double deep fryer - economy
双头油炸炉 - 经济型
  
18-00504 Total dimension (cm) W44.5 x D56 x H37
 Capacity  2 x 8ℓ
 Electric specs 2 x 240V / 2 x 2800W / 50Hz
  
18-00505 Total dimension (cm) W56 x D59 x H37
 Capacity  2 x 12ℓ
 Electric specs 2 x 240V / 2 x 2800W / 50Hz

18-00500

Single deep fryer
单头油炸炉
No faucet With faucet

18-00509 - Total dimension (cm) W19 x D42.5 x H32
  Capacity (ℓ) 5
  Electric specs 220V / 2000W / 50Hz
   
18-00510 18-00506 Total dimension (cm) W28 x D42.5 x H32
  Capacity (ℓ) 8
  Electric specs 220V / 3000W / 50Hz
   
18-00511 18-00507 Total dimension (cm) W35 x D45 x H32
  Capacity (ℓ) 12
  Electric specs 380V / 6400W / 50Hz

Single deep fryer
单头油炸炉
  
18-00512 Total dimension (cm) W41 x D19 x H31
 Capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 240V / 2000W / 50Hz
  
18-00513 Total dimension (cm) W44.5 x D29 x H33
 Capacity (ℓ) 7
 Electric specs 240V / 2000W / 50Hz
  
18-00514 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D29.5 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Electric specs 240V / 2500W / 50Hz

18-00485 Total dimension (cm) W57.6 x D29 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 12
 Electric specs 240V / 3000W / 50Hz
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Single deep fryer
单头油炸炉 
  
18-00515 Total dimension (cm) W44.5 x D27.5 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 240V / 2800W / 50Hz
  
18-00516 Total dimension (cm) W44.5 x D28 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 8
 Electric specs 240V / 2800W / 50Hz
  
18-00517 Total dimension (cm) W55.5 x D29 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 12
 Electric specs 240V / 2800W / 50Hz

Stainless steel electric bain marie
不锈钢电动水浴机
To fit GN 1/1 food pans with a maximum depth of 150mm..
  
18-00488 Total dimension (cm) W69.5 x D64 x H26
 Capacity (ℓ) 2 x 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 90
 Electric specs 230V / 3600W / 50-60Hz

18-00489 Total dimension (cm) W32 x D60 x H26
 Capacity (ℓ) 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 90
 Electric specs 230V / 1800W / 50-60Hz

floor-standing deep fryer
立式油炸炉
  
18-00519 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D69 x H107
 Capacity (ℓ) 12
 Electric specs 240V / 9000W / 50Hz

Waterless drop-in induction food warming system
无水置入式电磁食物保温系统
To fit GN 1/1 food pans with a depth up to 65mm and 100mm.
Two separate control panels per unit (front/back) allows for different products to be held at different 
temperatures.
Automatic pan detection allows for instant energy transmission to pan, and almost no energy 
consumption when pan is not present.
  
18-00486 Total dimension (cm) L21.75 x W13.75
 Capacity (ℓ) 16
 Temperature range (°C) 30 to 120
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2x650W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessory / spare

18-00487 Top heat booster and LED lighting unit



Stainless steel electric double bain marie
不锈钢电动水浴机  
To fit two GN 1/1 food pans with a maximum depth of 150mm. 
 
18-00530 Total dimension (cm) W67.6 x D56.5 x H26
 Capacity (ℓ) 2 x 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 80
 Electric specs 220-240V / 3000W / 50-60Hz

18-00532 Total dimension (cm) W35.5 x D56.5 x H26
 Capacity (ℓ) 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 80
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1500W / 50-60Hz

Stainless steel electric bain marie
不锈钢电动水浴机  
To fit GN 1/1 size food pans with maximum depth of 150mm. 
 
18-00531 Total dimension (cm) L54 x W34 X H25
 Capacity (ℓ) 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 70
 Electric specs 230V / 1200W / 50Hz

Stainless steel economy electric bain marie
不锈钢电动经济型水浴机  
To fit GN 1/1 size food pans with maximum depth of 150mm.
 
18-00490 Total dimension (cm) L59 x W35 x H28
 Capacity (ℓ) 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 9 0
 Electric specs 230V / 1200W / 50Hz

Stainless steel electric bain marie
不锈钢电动水浴机  
To fit GN 1/1 size food pans with maximum depth of 200mm. 
 
18-00533 Total dimension (cm) W34 x D54 x H34
 Capacity (ℓ) 24
 Max. heat setting (°C) 110
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz

Stainless steel electric 4-compartment bain marie
不锈钢电动四格水浴机  
To fit two GN 1/3 pans and two GN 1/6 pans wih a maximum depth of 150mm.
  
18-00534 Total dimension (cm) W36 x D47 X H34
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
 Max. heat setting (°C) 110
 Electric specs 230V / 800W / 50Hz

Stainless steel electric 3-compartment bain marie
不锈钢电动三格水浴机  
To fit one GN 1/2 size and 1 GN 1/3 size food pan (or one GN 1/2 with two GN 1/6 pans) with maximum 
depth of 150mm.
  
18-00535 Total dimension (cm) W37 x D47 X H27
 Capacity (ℓ) 26
 Max. heat setting (ºC) 110
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz

18-00530

18-00532
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Stainless steel electric bain marie  
不锈钢电动水浴机
 
18-00536 Total dimension (cm) W50 x D21 x H30
 Capacity (ℓ) 25
 Fits 3 x GN 1/4 with 200mm height
 Max. heat setting (ºC) 110
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz
 
18-00538 Total dimension (cm) W27 x D22.5 x H32.3
 Capacity (ℓ) 25
 Fits 3 x GN 1/4 with 200mm height
 Max. heat setting (ºC) 110
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz

18-00537 Total dimension (cm) W51 x D21 x H30
 Capacity (ℓ) 40
 Fits 3 x GN 1/6 with 200mm height
 Max. heat setting (ºC) 110
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2000W / 50Hz

Stainless steel waterless electric topping bain marie  
不锈钢无水馅料电保温机
Warms and melts every kind of hazelnut, honey and chocolate topping etc for easy pouring on crepes, 
waffles, ice cream and other desserts. Can be used as a table top machine or built into the counter. 
Delivered with 2 squeeze bottles.
 
18-00539 Total dimension (cm) L22.5 x W17.5 x H22
 Capacity (ℓ) 1
 Max. heat setting (ºC) 50
 Electric specs 230V / 170W / 50Hz

18-00537

manual meat slicer
片肉机  

18-00645 Total dimension (cm) L72 x W60x H74 
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø30 / 12

Optional accessory / spare

18-00646  Stand for 18-00645

knife cut slicer
电动片肉机
With a revolutionary mechanism to allow for minimal contact of the food item which touches only the 
knife-edge, permitting conservation of the natural colour and texture. Patented technology exclusive to 
Essedue. 

18-00606 Total dimension (cm) L70 x W46 x H60 
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø35 / 14
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 50-60Hz



electric meat slicer
电动片肉机  
  
18-00600 Total dimension (cm) L42 x W24 x H30
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø19.5 / 8
 Electric specs 230V / 132W / 50-60Hz

18-00601 Total dimension (cm) L43 x W29 x H43
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø22 / 9
 Electric specs 230V / 150W / 50-60Hz

18-00602 Total dimension (cm) L55 x W36 x H45
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø25 / 10
 Electric specs 230V / 245W / 50-60Hz

18-00603 Total dimension (cm) L60 x W33 x H50
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø30 / 12
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 50-60Hz

electric economy meat slicer
电动经济型片肉机 
  
18-00607 Total dimension (cm) L54 x W35 x H47
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø27.5 / 11
 Electric specs 230V / 400W / 50Hz

18-00616 Total dimension (cm) L68 x W47 x H76
 Blade size (cm / inch) Ø32 / 13
 Electric specs 230V / 370Wx2 / 50Hz

meat slicer cleaning sponge
片肉机清洗海绵  
BladeRunner® offers a safe way to clean the food slicer blade while reducing the risk of cross 
contamination. Patented BladeRunner® is a cleaner saturated sponge that runs through the slicer 
the same way a food product is sliced. BladeRunner® provides chemical and friction cleaning in one 
operation. Active ingredient: Quaternary ammonia, 175ppm. Odourless, tasteless and dries within  
60 seconds.
  
22-00627 Dimension (cm) L10 x W6.5 x H3
22-00628 Wall chart with instructions 

Aluminum anodised bone saw
电镀铝骨锯 
  
18-00617 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D42 x H91
 Band  dimension cm) L183
 Usable cut dimentions (cm) W20 x H22.5
 Motor Single phase, 1 HP
 Electric specs 230-400V / 750W / 50Hz
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Aluminum meat tenderizer
铝制松肉机 
  
18-00618 Total dimension (cm) W44 x D21.8 x H46.3
 Number of blades 2 x 64
 Cutting capacity (cm) L15 x W2
 Electric specs 230V / 150W / 50Hz

electric meat mincer grater
电动肉沫机  
A fast meat grinder equipped with a functional grate for ripe cheese, bread, cookies and nuts. Comes 
with one stainless steel plate, Ø6mm.
  
18-00631 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D63 x H46
 Feeding chute (cm) L14 x W7.5
 Est. output (kg / hr) - Mincer 160
 Est. output (kg / hr) - Grater 40
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz

electric meat mincer
电动肉沫机  
Comes with one stainless steel plate, Ø4.5mm.
  
18-00619 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D47 x H45
 Feeding chute (cm) Ø98
 Est. output (kg / hr) 600
 Motor Single phase, 2.2 HP
 Electric specs 230V / 1850W / 50Hz
  
18-00633 Total dimension (cm) W28 x D46 x H52
 Feeding chute (cm) Ø82
 Est. output (kg / hr) 250
 Motor Single phase, 2.2 HP
 Electric specs 230V / 1100W / 50Hz

18-00632 Total dimension (cm) W26 x D42 x H48
 Feeding chute (cm) Ø70
 Est. output (kg / hr) 100
 Motor Single phase, 1 HP
 Electric specs 230V / 750W / 50Hz

Optional accessories / spares

18-00634 Filling set with 3 funnels and 1 propellor stop for 18-00619 
18-00635 Filling set with 3 funnels and 1 propellor stop for 18-00633 
18-00636 Filling set with 2 funnels and 1 propellor stop for 18-00632 

18-00633 with 18-00635

(GN pan not included)



electric meat mincer
电动肉沫机  
Comes with three stainless steel plates (Ø3.5, 5 and 12mm) and one sausage funnel, Ø17mm.

18-00620 Total dimension (cm) W50 x D20 x H30
 Feeding chute (cm) Ø8
 Est. output (kg / hr) 70
 Electric specs 220V / 750W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00621 Sausage funnel
18-00622 Plastic pusher
18-00623 Shaft cover
18-00624 3-blade knife
18-00625 4-blade knife
18-00626 Mesh plate, hole Ø3.1mm
18-00627 Mesh plate, hole Ø3.9mm
18-00628 Mesh plate, hole Ø4.8mm
18-00629 Mesh plate, hole Ø12.7mm

Stainless steel manual meat mincer
不锈钢电动肉沫机 
Comes with three stainless steel plates (Ø3, 4.5 and 8mm).

18-00637 Total dimension (cm) L27 x W12 x H15.3

Plastic manual meat mincer
塑料手动碎肉机 
Comes with two stainless steel plates (Ø4.5 and 8mm), pusher and baking attachment.

18-00630 Total dimension (cm) L23.5 x W13 x H32

Horizontal sausage filler
水平式灌肠机
Standard supply includes 4 bagging funnels different size for any kind of product to be bagged.
  
18-00640 Total dimension (cm) W59 x D23 x H24
 Capacity (ℓ) 5

Vertical sausage filler
垂直式灌肠机
The 18/8 AISI 304 stainless steel cylinder, the food approved aluminium piston with special finishing, 
the solid rack, the precision gears and the accurate manufacturing of all mechanical details ensure a 
perfect working, the maximum efficiency and long life. The sausage fillers have two speeds and they are 
equipped with three changeable funnels for different kinds of sausages.
 
18-00638 Total dimension (cm) W35 x D35 x H87.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 14

18-00639 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D30 x H71
 Capacity (ℓ) 7
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Hamburger press
汉堡机  
 Dimension (cm)

18-00641 Ø10 x H26

Hamburger press
汉堡机
  
 Dimension (cm) Shape

18-00642 Ø10 x H9 Round
18-00643 L35 x H10 Oval
14-02108 Ø10 x H13.5 Round
14-02133 Ø10 x H5 Round

1.5mm - Angel hair

4mm - Trenette

12mm - Lasagnette

6.5mm - Fettuccine

2mm - Tagliatelle

18-00642, 18-00643

14-02108 14-02133

electric noodle machine Imerial rm420
电动面条机（RM420)  
Produces a 22 cm wide, rollout strip of dough. With adjustment button to achieve the desired thickness.
  
18-00650 Total dimension (cm) W30.5 x D21.5 x H25.5
 Electric Specifications 230V / 290W / 50Hz

Optional cutters:  
 Pasta dimension (mm) 
18-00651 1.5 Angel hair
18-00652 2 Tagliatelle
18-00653 4 Trenette
18-00654 6.5 Fettuccine
18-00656 12 Lasagnette

manual noodle machine Imerial rm220
手动面条机（RM420)  
Produces a 22cm wide, rollout strip of dough. With adjustment button to achieve the desired thickness.
  
18-00655 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D22 x H24.5 

Optional cutters:  

 Pasta dimension (mm) 
18-00651 1.5 Angel hair
18-00652 2 Tagliatelle
18-00653 4 Trenette
18-00654 6.5 Fettuccine
18-00656 12 Lasagnette

1.5mm - Angel hair

4mm - Trenette 6.5mm - Fettuccine

2mm - Tagliatelle

12mm - Lasagnette



manual compact noodle machine
手动紧凑式面条机  
Produces a 14cm wide, rollout strip of dough. Optional cutters available.
 
18-00657 Total dimension (cm) W19 x D18.5 x H16

Optional cutters:  

 Pasta dimension (mm) 

18-00658 2 Spaghetti
18-00659 4 Trenette
18-00678 12 Lasagnette
18-00679 32 Pappardelle

manual compact noodle machine
手动紧凑式面条机  
Produces a 14cm wide, rollout strip of dough. Two pasta options - 6.5mm (Fettuccine) and 1.5mm 
(Angel hair). 

18-00660 Total dimension (cm) W20 x D19.5 x H14

Accessories for pasta machine:

压面机配件 
18-00686 Ravioli press - 6 Semi-circles 
18-00687 Ravioli press - 10 Stars 
18-00688 Ravioli press - 12 Hearts 
18-00689 Ravioli press - 12 Circles 
18-00696 Ravioli press - 18 Triangles 
18-00697 Ravioli press - 24 Squares 
18-00698 Ravioli press - 36 Squares 
18-00699 Pasta drying rack 

18-00658

18-00678

18-00659

18-00679

18-00686

18-00688

18-00698

18-00696

18-00687

18-00689

18-00699

18-00697
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Planetary dough mixer
行星式和面机  
Comes with whisk, stirring hook and flat beater to meet all mixing requirements. Guard provided for 
greater safety.
  
18-00662 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D46 x H101
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 30
 Bowl capacity (kg) 6
 Electric specs 380V / 750W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase, 1 HP
 Revolutions per min 80 to 310

18-00664 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D46 x H101
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 20
 Bowl capacity (kg) 3
 Electric specs 230V / 370W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1/2 HP
 Revolutions per min 110 to 475
  
18-00666 Total dimension (cm) W40 x D38 x H73
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 10
 Bowl capacity (kg) 1.5
 Electric specs 230V / 250W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1/3 HP
 Revolutions per min 130 to 430

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00663 30ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl 
18-00665 20ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl 
18-00667 10ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl

18-00666

18-00662 & 18-00664

Planetary dough mixer, table-top
台式行星式和面机  
Comes with whisk, stirring hook and flat beater to meet all mixing requirements. Guard provided for 
greater safety and suitable for table-top use. 
 
18-00668 Total dimension (cm) W36 x D47 x H61
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 10
 Bowl capacity (kg) 1.5
 Electric specs 220V / 250W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1/3 HP
 Revolutions per min 150 to 630
  
18-00670 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D40 x H55
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 8
 Bowl capacity (kg) 1
 Electric specs 220V / 210W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase, 1/3 HP
 Revolutions per min 630
  
Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00669 10ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl 
18-00671 8ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl 

18-00670

18-00668



Planetary dough mixer kPm50 Professional
行星式和面机 KPM50专业版  
Comes with 2 mixing bowls, whisk, stirring hook and flat beater to meet all mixing requirements.
Choose from over 20 optional attachments such as citrus juicers, grinders, pasta maker and  ice-cream 
maker etc for a multi-function machine!  
 
18-00672 Total dimension (cm) W28 x D37 x H41
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 4.8
 Bowl capacity (kg) 0.7
 Electric specs 220V / 900W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00673 Food grinder with 2 mesh plates, Ø4 and 5mm 
18-00675 Ice cream bowl 
18-00676 Sausage stuffer, Ø10 and 16mm 

Planetary dough mixer kSm150
行星式和面机 KSM150  
Comes with whisk, stirring hook and flat Beater to meet all mixing requirements.
Choose from over 20 optional attachments such as citrus juicers, grinders, pasta maker and  ice-cream 
maker etc for a multi-function machine! Available in several colours.
  
18-00680-XX Total dimension (cm) W28 x D37 x H41
 Bowl capacity (ℓ) 4.8
 Bowl capacity (kg) 0.7
 Electric specs 220V / 300W / 50-60Hz

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00685 4.8ℓ stainless steel mixing bowl 
18-00673 Food grinder with 2 mesh plates, Ø4 and 5mm 
18-00675 Ice cream bowl 
18-00676 Sausage stuffer, Ø10 and 16mm 

Colours available:

04 Red 08 Dark grey06 White 10 Black

dough sheeter
压面机  
Pastries, Croissant, Pies, Biscuit, Pita, Tortillas and etc.
  
18-00677 Total dimension (cm) L300 x W96 x H110
 Electric specs 415V / 746W / 50Hz
 Motor 3 Phase, 1HP

bread slicer machine
面包切片机

18-00720 Total dimension (cm) L62 x W63 x H61
 Knives 27
 Electric specs 230V / 186W / 50Hz
  
18-00723 Total dimension (cm) L34 x W38 x H50.8
 Knives 31
 Electric specs 230V / 186W / 50Hz
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conveyor pizza oven
传动式比萨烤炉  
Top and bottom heating elements with individual temperature controller, easy handling for choosing 
front or rear discharge. 
 
18-00725 Total dimension (cm) L150 x W68 x H45
 Temperature range (ºC) 80 to 100
 Electric specs 220-240V / 6300W / 50Hz

Double pizza oven with fire stone PZ430D
比萨烤炉带火石PZ430  
With infrared quartz  elements (1050ºC) and fire stone for fast and crispy cooking of pizza, quiche, 
lasagne, pies (pizza oven function), gratinees, flambees, cheese sandwiches (salamander function), 
bread, tarts, focaccia, pastries (bread oven function).
Independent regulation of each set of quartz tubes. Bell timer with lock position for non-stop use. 
 
18-00721 Total dimension (cm) W67 x D58 x H50
(PZ430D) Temperature range (ºC) 0 to 350
 Electric specs 380V / 6000W / 50Hz

18-00722 Total dimension (cm) W67 x D58 x H27
(PZ430S) Temperature range (ºC) 0 to 350
 Electric specs 220-240V / 3000W / 50Hz

compact revolving pizza oven
小型比萨烤炉  
Make the perfect pizza in 10 minutes with this easy-to-use pizza oven! Developed by champion pizza 
chef Theo Kalogeracos, the pizza oven features a rotating tray for even cooking; an automatic timer and 
an upper and lower heating element. With a thoughtfully-designed window at the top of the oven, you 
can even check up on your pizza without releasing heat. 

18-00748-XX Total dimension (cm) L44 x W35 x H21
 Heating temperature (oC) 215 

 Electric specs 240V / 1000W / 50/60Hz

18-00721

18-00722

Colours available:

04 Red 10 Black

Salamander Sem600
烤炉 SEM600  
For defrosting, browning, glazing, grilling toasts, gratins, pizzas and onion soup etc without pre-heating. 
Completely open on 3 sides to accept dishes of any size. 

18-00712 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D59 x H59
(SEM600Q) Grill dimension (cm) L60 x W59
 Heating type Infrared quartz
 Electric specs 230V / 2800W / 50Hz

18-00749 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D59 x H59
(SEM600VC) Grill dimension (cm) L60 x W59
 Heating type Ceramic glass
 Electric specs 230V / 2800W / 50Hz



economy single-tier salamander
经济型单层烤炉  
Economy salamander with complete toasting tray.
  
18-00726 Total dimension (cm)  L49 x W28.5 x H15
 Grill dimension (cm) W49 x D26
 Capacity per hour 12 toasts
 Electric specs 220-240 / 2400W / 50Hz
  
18-00727 Total dimension (cm) W68 x D50 X H40
 Grill dimension (cm) W58 x D49.5
 Capacity per hour 15 toasts
 Electric specs 220-240 / 2800W / 50Hz

Two-tier salamander bAr2000 and bAr1000  
双层烤炉BAR2000 和 BAR1000 
Quick temperature rise in less than 30 seconds. Removable back panel for easy cleaning.
  
18-00710 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D28.5 X H30.5
 Grill dimension (cm) W35 x D24
 Capacity per hour 300 toasts
 Electric specs 230V / 3000W / 50Hz

18-00711 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D28.5 X H30.5
 Grill dimension (cm) W35 x D24
 Capacity per hour 150 toasts
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz

18-00710

18-00711

commercial microwave oven - menumaster dec14e2
商用微波烤箱- Menumaster DEC14E2  
Ideal for single portion throughput in high volume foodservice locations.
 Accepts one 6” (152) deep 1/2 size food pan. 
  
18-00755 Total dimension (cm) W42.5 x D57.8 x H34.3
 Electric specs 230V / 1400W / 50Hz

18-00756 Total dimension (cm) L58 x W42 x H34
 Electric specs 230V / 1400W / 50Hz

Stainless steel microwave oven
不锈钢微波烤箱  
6 Auto Menu Keys and 4 Reheat Menu Keys. New Express Defrost Key with 3 Menus. 
 
18-00724 Total dimension (cm) W52 x D42 x H30
 Turntable dimension (cm) W46 x D38 x H27.5
 Electric specs 220V / 800W / 50Hz
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bakery oven fc110eg
烘烤箱 FC110EG  
A real baking oven associating convection and steam production.
Quick temperature rising: 300°C in 10 minutes.
The injection of water at high temperature is automatically preset in quantity and time for a smooth, 
regular and perfectly controlled baking. Reversible turbine each minute.
Cold convection function cools or defrosts products quickly.
Comes with ventilated quartz salamander and 120-minute bell timer with lock function for non-stop use.
Does not come with grids. 
  
18-00702 Total dimension (cm) W79.5 x D72 x H60
 Tray levels 4
 Fits GN trays, 60x40 trays
 Temperature range (ºC) 0 to 350
 Electric specs 380V / 4800W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase

multifunction oven fc60TQ  
多功能烘烤箱 FC60TQ
Fitted with 4 settings, the FC60TQ is suitable for the varied needs of the professional kitchen.
Setting 1: Convection function
Setting 2: Pastry oven function
Setting 3: Turbo quartz traditional oven function - cooking speed is enhanced
Setting 4: Quartz grill - ventilated salamander essential to brown, broil or glaze
Delivered with 4 grids, 450 x 340mm
  
18-00703 Total dimension (cm) W59.5 x D61 x H59
 Tray levels 4
 Temperature range (ºC) 0 to 300
 Electric specs 230V / 3000W / 50Hz

convection oven fc340TQ
对流式烤箱 FC340TQ  
Fitted with 4 settings, the multifunction oven FC340TQ is suitable for the varied needs of the  
professional kitchen.
Setting 1: Convection function
Setting 2: Pastry oven function
Setting 3: Turbo quartz traditional oven function - cooking speed is enhanced.
Setting 4: Quartz grill - ventilated salamander essential to brown, broil or glaze.
Delivered with 3 cooking grids and 1 pastry tray. 
  
18-00704 Total dimension (cm) W55 x D47 x H33
 Tray dimension (cm) L39 x W26.5 x H1
 Grid dimension (cm) L40 x W29
 Tray levels 3
 Temperature range (ºC) 0 to 250
 Electric specs 230V / 2200W / 50Hz

electric oven toaster
小型电烤箱/吐司机  
4 stages switch heating selector, with baking tray, grill tray and crumb tray.
  
18-00758 Total dimension (cm) L35 x W23 x H20
 Tray dimension (cm) L22.5 x W19 x H1
 Electric specs 220-240V / 700W / 50Hz



economy electric oven
经济型电烤箱  
Supplied with rotisserie, one baking tray and one wire rack
  
18-00707 Total dimension (cm) W62.5 x D42.5 x H44.8
 Tray levels 4
 Tray dimension (cm) L41.5 x W32.5 x H2.5
 Temperature range (ºC) 100 to 250
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz

18-00708 Total dimension (cm) W56 x D40 x H38.5
 Tray levels 3
 Tray dimension (cm) L36.5 x W31 x H2
 Temperature range (ºC) 100 to 250
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1500W / 50Hz
  
18-00757 Total dimension (cm) W50 x D29 x H29
 Tray levels 2
 Tray dimension (cm) L35 x W25 x H2
 Temperature range (ºC) 100 to 250
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1300W / 50Hz

18-0070718-00707

18-00708

18-00725

conveyor toaster cTS1000e
传送式土司机 CTS1000E  
Light weight and portable with thermo-insulated carrying handles, energy-saving standby function.  
 
18-00728 Total dimension (cm) W43 x D47 x H41.5
 Capacity per hour 450 slices
 Electric specs 230V / 2700W / 50Hz

conveyor toaster cT3000
传送式土司机 CT3000
Toasts everything from breads and buns to waffles, bagels and muffins with no pre-heating required. 
Both sets of 4-infrared quartz elements are individually adjustable as well as the speed of the conveyor 
belt. Support for croissants and similar products on the top.  Comes with a deported control box with 
a 1m cord for installation flexibility
 
18-00796 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D45 x H34.5
 Capacity per hour 540 toasts
 Electric specs 230V / 2300W / 50Hz

conveyor toaster cT540
传送式土司机 CT540  
Toasts everything from breads and buns to waffles, bagels and muffins with no pre-heating required. 
Both sets of 4-infrared quartz elements are individually adjustable as well as the speed of the conveyor 
belt. Front operation to toast bread, brioche, bagels etc. Pass through operation to toast larger items.
 
18-00713 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D45 x H34.5
 Capacity per hour 300 to 540 toasts
 Electric specs 230V / 2300W / 50Hz

economy conveyor toaster
经济型传送式土司机  
Economical conveyor toaster with separately controlled top and bottom heating elements. 
 
18-00714 Total dimension (cm) W53 x D36.5 x H41
 Capacity per hour 300 to 500 toasts
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2300W / 50Hz
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Stainless steel combination 4 slots toaster
不锈钢混合式4片土司机  
Come with two 3cm regular toast slots and two 4cm extra-wide slots for bagels. Auto pop-up for safe 
and convenient use.
  
18-00719 Total dimension (cm) W29.5 x D33.5 x H23
 Capacity per hour 380 toasts
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1350W / 50Hz

Stainless steel 4-slots toaster
不锈钢4片土司机  
Comes with 3cm regular toast slots to accommodate thicker breads such as bagels. Removable crumb 
trays. Auto pop-up for safe and convenient use.
  
18-00717 Total dimension (cm) W60 x D46 x H101
 Capacity per hour 225 toasts
 Electric specs 230V / 1800W / 50Hz

Stainless steel toaster
不锈钢土司机  
Commercial toaster with 5 heat settings. Auto pop-up for safe and convenient use.
  
18-00715 Total dimension (cm) W46 x D21 x H22.5
 Electric specs 220V / 3500W / 50Hz
  
18-00716 Total dimension (cm) W37 x D21 x H22.5
 Electric specs 220V / 2500W / 50Hz

18-00715

18-00716

4-slots toaster
4片经济型土司机  
Auto pop-up for safe and convenient use.
  
18-00729 Total dimension (cm) W37 x D14 x H16
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1100-1200W / 50Hz

Hot dog machine cS3e
热狗机CS3E  
Store up to 40 sausages in the 2-section basket keeping the cooked sausages separate from the 
uncooked.  3 pads toast the baguette or bun on the inside.
  
18-00730 Total dimension (cm) W44 x D30 x H40 
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz



Sausage roller grill rg9 and rg7
烤热狗机 RG9 和 RG7  
Keeps pre-cooked sausages warm.
  
18-00731 Total dimension (cm) W54.5 x D46 x H24
(RG9) No. of rolls 9
 Electric specs 230V / 1100W / 50Hz

18-00732 Total dimension (cm) W54.5 x D32 X H24
(RG7) No. of rolls 7
 Electric specs 230V / 900W / 50Hz

18-00732

Single waffle irons
单头华夫饼机  
Highly conductive iron plates spread heat evenly and give golden, crispy waffles in 2.5 minutes. Suitable 
for cooking fresh or frozen waffles. A removable drip tray surrounding the bottom plate will collect any 
excess batter. 
 
 Total dimension (cm) W30.5 x D44 x H23
 Electric specs 230V / 1600W / 50Hz
18-00735 Brussels mould - 3 x 5 squares 
18-00736 Liege mould - 4 x 6 squares 
18-00737 Grooved mould - for making ice cream cones 
18-00738 Round mould - Ø19 cm
18-00759 Corn waffle mould - L23cm 

18-00735 18-0073718-00736 18-00738 18-00759

Sausage bun warmer cb20
热狗面包保温机  
Keeps buns warm to make hot and soft hot dogs. The drawer can be removed and the GN 2/3 
size inner container can be washed in a dishwasher. Place below sausage roller grill to save space. 
 
18-00733 Total dimension (cm) W54.5 x D46 X H22
 Electric specs 230V / 700W / 50Hz
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Double waffle irons
双头华夫饼机  
Highly conductive iron plates spread heat evenly and give golden, crispy waffles in 2.5 minutes. Suitable 
for cooking fresh or frozen waffles. A removable drip tray surrounding the bottom plate will collect any 
excess batter. 
 
 Total dimension (cm) W55 x D44 x H23
 Electric specs 230V / 3200W / 50Hz
18-00739 Brussels mould - 3 x 5 squares .
18-00740 Liege mould - 4 x 6 squares 
18-00741 Grooved mould - for making ice cream cones 
18-00742 Round mould - Ø19 cm 

18-00740

Economy waffle iron
经济型华夫饼机  
Economical waffle iron with cast iron plates. Only available for Brussels mould design (3 x 5 squares). 
Comes with removable drip tray.
  
18-00743 Total dimension (cm) W34 x D30 x H28
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1500W / 50Hz

Belgian waffle maker
比利时华夫饼机  
Rotary feature for even baking and browing. Audio beep signals when waffle is ready. Tripple-coated 
non-stick plates allow for easy removal of waffle and quick clean up. Small footprint of double waffle 
model saves counter space!
  
18-00746 Total dimension (inch) W10.45 x D17 x H9.25
Double Capacity per hour 50 waffles
 Electric specs 120V / 1400W / 60Hz
  
18-00747 Total dimension (inch) W10.25 x D20 x H9.25
Single Capacity per hour 25 waffles
 Electric specs 120V / 1200W / 60Hz

mobile crepe machine
移动式煎饼机  
Enamelled cast iron plate produces moist pancakes, buckwheat cakes, Indian tampora and more. Also 
popular in Asian cuisine for preparing Peking duck skins. 8-star-shaped burner distributes heat evenly, 
essential when it comes to making the perfect pancake.
Includes wooden crepe spreader.
  
18-00748 Total dimension (cm) Ø40 x H16
Electric Electric specs 220-240V / 3600W / 50Hz
  
18-00750 Total dimension (cm) Ø40 x H16
Gas Electric specs 230V / 3600W / 50Hz

18-00746

18-00747



Single crepe machine
单头煎饼机  
Enamelled cast iron plate produces moist pancakes, buckwheat cakes and more. Also popular in 
Asian cuisine for preparing Peking duck skins. Drawer for keeping dishes or pre-cooked crepes warm. 
Spiral heating elements distribute heat evenly, essential when it comes to making the perfect pancake. 
Includes wooden crepe spreader.
  
 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D50 X H24
 Electric specs 230V / 3000W / 50Hz
18-00751 Plate dimension (cm) Ø35
18-00752 Plate dimension (cm) Ø40

economy single crepe machine
经济型单头煎饼机  
Coated iron plate produces moist pancakes, buckwheat cakes and more. Also popular in Asian cuisine. 
Crepe spreader sold separately.
  
18-00754 Total dimension (cm) W42 x D40 X H13.5
 Plate dimension (cm) Ø40
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2700W / 50Hz

18-00753 Total dimension (cm) W43 x D44.5 X H23
 Plate dimension (cm) Ø40
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2700W / 50Hz

raclette grill
芝士烧烤机
   
18-00793 Total dimension (cm) L36.5 x W13 x H25.5
 Electric specs 230V / 600W / 50Hz

contact grill - PAnInI xl
铸铁盘烧烤机 - PANINI XL  
Fitted with cast iron plates for perfectly even cooking. The upper plate is self-balanced and the pressure 
spring is adjustable so you can adapt the cooking to the food. Available with grooved or flat bottom plate 
for omelettes, fried eggs, savoury pancakes, artic bread, blinis, wraps, and more.
Extra large cooking surface for efficient output. Flat base version offers teppanyaki style cooking. 
 
 Total dimension (cm) W41 x D62 x H34
 Cooking dimension (cm) W36 x D36
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 230V / 3600W / 50Hz
18-00760 Grooved top plate only 
18-00761 Grooved top and base plates 

18-00760

18-00761

18-00754

18-00753
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ceramic contact grill - PAnInI
陶瓷板烧烤机 - PANINI  
This ceramic contact-grill is also meant for a comfort and security of use: a lever system for a non-stop 
use without any tension of the upper plate. The front of the upper plate avoids the shock between 2 
plates when the contact-grill is closed.
The chamber placed just under each plate gives an homogene contact cooking with less power. The 
glass ceramic contact-grill ensures a cooking without any smoke and can be used without any extractor. 
The ideal equipment for each point of food in train or subway stations, airports, shopping malls… 
Counter-balanced top plate to ensure an even cooking, what ever the size of the product by adjusting 
the height of the plate. Easy cleaning with a wet sponge on cooking surfaces after use. Grease of juice 
draining in a removable drip tray. 
  
 Total dimension (cm) W39 x D62 x H24
 Cooking dimension (cm) W33 x D28
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50Hz
18-00763 Grooved top and base plates 

contact grill - SAVoye
陶瓷板烧烤机 - PANINI  
Fitted with cast iron plates for perfectly even cooking. The upper plate is self-balanced and the pressure 
spring is adjustable so you can adapt the cooking to the food. Available with grooved or flat bottom plate 
for omelettes, fried eggs, savoury pancakes, artic bread, blinis, wraps…
Narrow model, meant mainly for cooking steaks, hamburgers and fish etc.
  
 Total dimension (cm) W33 x D38.5 x H22
 Cooking dimension (cm) W26 x D24
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 230V / 2000W / 50Hz
18-00764 Grooved top plate only 
18-00765 Grooved top and base plates

economy contact grill 
经济型铸铁盘烧烤机  
Economical cast iron plates offer even cooking at real value. Only available with grooved top and  
flat base.
  
18-00766 Total dimension (cm) W38 x D41 x H23
 Cooking dimension (cm) W30 x D38
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2400W / 50Hz
  
18-00767 Total dimension (cm) W29.5 x D33 x H23
 Cooking dimension (cm) W27 x D25
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2000W / 50Hz

Induction griddle
电磁烤盘  
Square coils make one large heating surface, allowing you to create hot and cool zones. Control each 
burner independently. Cheaper, induction cooking is over 90% efficient. Heat the food, not the kitchen!
  
18-00795 Total dimension (cm) L77.2 x W64 x H43.7
 Cooking dimension (cm) L64.5 x W58.7
 Max temperature (ºC) 250
 Electric specs 220V / 3500W / 50-60Hz



glass ceramic griddle plates
玻璃陶瓷板式烧烤机  
Ideal equipement for last minute preparation and for fastfood, the Roller Grill glass ceramic plate ensures 
a very fast and dietetic cooking of steaks, snacks, sandwiches etc.!
- Cooking by direct and even contact of cooking surface thanks to the ceramic chamber under  
the plate.
- Cooking by infrared rays for a cooking at the core of the product by preserving its nutritional values. 
 
 Total dimension (cm) W42 x D42 x H15
 Cooking dimension (cm) W33 x D28
 Max temperature (ºC) 400
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50Hz
18-00768 Flat plate 
18-00769 Grooved plate 

Steel griddle plates
钢制板式烧烤机  
The steel surrounding with incorporated drip tray is entirely removable (patented) for an easy cleaning  
of the 1cm thick steel plate. Stainless steel construction and reinforced isolation.
Suitable for cooking meats, bacon, fish, hamburgers, sausages, onions, omelettes etc. 
  
18-00794 Total dimension (cm) L47.5 x W40 x H23
 Cooking dimension (cm) W90 x D40
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 230V / 3000W / 50Hz
  
18-00771 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D42 x H19
 Cooking dimension (cm) W40 x D40
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 220-240V / 3000W / 50Hz

18-00768

18-00771

economy steel griddle plate
经济型钢制板式烧烤机  
Economical steel griddle plate suitable for cooking meats, bacon, fish, hamburgers, sausages, onions, 
omelettes etc. 
  
18-00772 Total dimension (cm) W60.5 x D52 x H26.5
 Cooking dimension (cm) W60 x D40
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2800W / 50Hz

cast iron griddle plate
铸铁板式烧烤机  
The steel surrounding with incorporated drip tray is entirely removable (patented) for an easy cleaning of 
the plate. Stainless steel construction and reinforced isolation.
Suitable for cooking meats, bacon, fish, hamburgers, sausages, onions, omelettes etc. 
  
18-00773 Total dimension (cm) W62 x D45 x H19
 Cooking dimension (cm) W60 x D40
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 380V / 6000W / 50Hz

cast iron griddle plate
铸铁板式烧烤机  
Economical cast iron griddle plate suitable for cooking meats, bacon, fish, hamburgers, sausages, 
onions, omelettes etc. 
  
18-00774 Total dimension (cm) W45 x D44.5 x H22
 Cooking dimension (cm) W38 x D38
 Max temperature (ºC) 300
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2800W / 50Hz
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lava rocks grills
火山岩烤架  
Electric lava rock grill for natural, healthy, tasty and easy-to-digest grills. Lava rock reacts in the same 
way as wood embers, spreading the heat evenly across the cooking surface and absorbingthe fats. 
Alternate fish, meat, sausages, etc. without transmission of taste or smell. 
Easy to clean: Lava rocks can be washed in dishwasher, control-box is removable and lava tray is 
enamelled. 
 
18-00777 Total dimension (cm) W59 x D50 x H30.5cm
 Cooking dimension (cm) 2 x W25 x D38
 Electric specs 230V / 2 x 2500W / 50Hz
    
18-00778 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D54.5 x  H16
 Cooking dimension (cm) W25 x D38
 Electric specs 230V / 2500W / 50Hz

Optional accessory / spare:    
18-00779 Volcanic lava stones 1.5kg

Stainless steel electric griller
不锈钢电子烤架  
Basic electric griller / BBQ stove.
  
18-00780 Total dimension (cm) W70 x D20 x H14
 Cooking dimension (cm) W55 x D15
 Electric specs 230V / 2500W / 50Hz
  
18-00781 Total dimension (cm) W70 x D36 x H14
 Cooking dimension (cm) W55 x D31
 Electric specs 230V / 2 x 2500W / 50Hz

18-00777

18-00780

18-00778

18-00781

economy electric griller
经济型电子烤架  
Basic electric griller with 5 temperature settings. 
 
18-00782 Total dimension (cm) W48 x D36 x H9.5
 Cooking dimension (cm) W38 x D24
 Electric specs 220V / 2000W / 50Hz

Stainless steel infrared gas grill
不锈钢红外天然气烤架  
Auto ignition with individual burner control. Rapid and efficient grilling with powerfull infra-red burners.
Adjustable top grilling level with heat-resistant protective glass top.
  
 Total dimension (cm) W58 x D18 x H22
 Cooking dimension (cm) W42 x D19
18-00783 PUB 
18-00784 LPG 



electric gyros grill gr60e
电动旋转式烤炉  
4 heating elements model for the cooking of 25kg of meat. Heating elements are regulated independently 
with half or full power. Grills are supplied with fire stones to accumulate the heat.
The bottom plate is fully hermetic: the motor is protected from any infiltration of fat or juice of meat. Fitted 
with a large stamped juice collector with a removable drip ray for easy cleaning.  

18-00785 Total dimension (cm) W58 x D66 x H87
 Spit dimension (cm) H60
 Cooking capacity (kg) 25
 Electric specs 380V / 5800W / 50Hz
 Motor 3-phase

18-00790 Total dimension (cm) W58 x D66 x H69.5
 Spit dimension (cm) H40
 Cooking capacity (kg) 15
 Electric specs 230V / 3600W / 50Hz
 Motor Single phase

Optional accessories / spares:    
GR60E GR40E 
18-00786 18-00786 Fire stones for Gyros grill, 1kg
18-00787 18-00787 Stainless steel protection
18-00788 18-00788 Stainless steel reflectors for GR60E
18-00789 18-00791 Extra spit for GR60E

18-00785

18-00817

18-00818

gas gyros grill gr40g
旋转式煤气烧烤炉 GR40G  
2 infrared burner for the cooking of 15kg of meat. Delivered in LPG with a set of NG injectors. Fitted with 
infrared burners with safety thermocouple and independent controls with slow setting.
The bottom plate is fully hermetic: the motor is protected from any infiltration of fat or juice of meat. 
Fitted with a large stamped juice collector with a removable drip ray for easy cleaning.
  
18-00792 Total dimension (cm) W58 x D66 x H64.5
 Spit dimension (cm) H40
 Cooking capacity (kg) 15
 Power 5000W

Optional accessories / spares:    
18-00787 Stainless steel protection 
18-00788 Stainless steel reflectors for GR 40 G 
18-00791 Extra spit for GR 40 G 

Stainless steel wall-mount electric water heater
不锈钢重负荷型挂壁式电热水器
Temperature range: 60 to 100ºC
  
18-00817 Total dimension (cm) L18x W42 x H60
 Capacity (gallon) 3.2
 Electric specs 220V / 2000W / 50Hz
  
18-00818 Total dimension (cm) L26 x W57x H71
 Capacity (gallon) 13.2
 Electric specs 220V / 3000W / 50Hz
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Stainless steel electric water urn
不锈钢电热水桶
  
18-00806 Total dimension (cm) Ø32 x H49.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 40
 Electric specs 230V  /  2500W  /  50Hz
  
18-00805 Total dimension (cm) Ø30 x H49.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 30
 Electric specs 230V  /  2500W  /  50Hz
  
18-00804 Total dimension (cm) Ø30 x H43
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
 Electric specs 230V  /  2500W  /  50Hz
  
18-00803 Total dimension (cm) Ø25.5 x H34.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Electric specs 230V  /  2500W  /  50Hz

electric airport
电动气压式热水器
  
18-00838 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D30 x H 41
 Capacity (ℓ) 5
 Electric specs 220-240V / 680W / 50Hz
  
18-00839 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D30 x H56.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 4.2
 Electric specs 220-240V / 730W / 50Hz

Stainless steel airport (Japan)
不锈钢气压式热水壶（日本）
  
18-00814 Total dimension (cm) Ø16 x H38
 Capacity (ℓ) 3
  
18-00813 Total dimension (cm) Ø16 x H41.5
 Capacity (ℓ) 2.5
  
18-00811 Total dimension (cm) Ø18 x H32
 Capacity (ℓ) 2.2

18-00813 & 

18-00814

18-00811

18-00819

18-01019

Stainless steel wall-mount electric water heater
不锈钢重负荷型挂壁式电热水器
Temperature range: 60 to 100ºC
  
18-00819 Total dimension (cm) L2 6 x W57 x H82
 Capacity (gallon) 18.5
 Electric specs 380V / 9000W / 50Hz
   
18-01019 Total dimension (cm) L26 x W57 x H96
 Capacity (gallon) 23.8
 Electric specs 380V / 12000W / 50Hz



Stainless steel airport
不锈钢气压式热水壶
  
18-00816 Total dimension (cm) Ø18 x H37
 Capacity (ℓ) 3.5

18-00815 Total dimension (cm) Ø18 x H32
 Capacity (ℓ) 2.5

gas rice cooker 
煤气饭煲
  
18-00820 Total dimension (cm) Ø48 x H42
 Capacity (ℓ) 9
 Capacity (pax) 45
 Gas type PUB
  
18-00821 Total dimension (cm) Ø48 x H42
 Capacity (ℓ) 9
 Capacity (pax) 45
 Gas type LPG
  
18-00822 Total dimension (cm) Ø58 x H49
 Capacity (ℓ) 18
 Capacity (pax) 9 0
 Gas type LPG

PUB model

LPG model

electric rice cooker
电饭煲  
Stainless steel Wooden design  
18-00828 18-00830 Total dimension (cm) Ø39 x H35
  Capacity (ℓ) 6
  Capacity (pax) 30
  Electric specs 230V /  1950W / 50Hz
   
18-00829 - Total dimension (cm) Ø42 x H35
  Capacity (ℓ) 8
  Capacity (pax) 40
  Electric specs 230V / 2300W / 50Hz

electric rice cooker 
数字式电饭煲
  
18-00844 Total dimension (cm) Ø28 x H27
 Capacity (ℓ) 1.8
 Capacity (pax) 9
 Electric specs 230V / 700W / 50Hz

18-00845 Total dimension (cm) Ø24.5 x H23
 Capacity (ℓ) 1
 Capacity (pax) 5
 Electric specs 230V / 500W / 50Hz
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non-stick electric rice cooker
电饭煲
  
18-00827 Total dimension (cm) Ø53 x H38
 Capacity (ℓ) 12
 Capacity (pax) 60
 Electric specs 220V / 2750W / 50Hz

18-00826 Total dimension (cm) Ø60 x H35
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Capacity (pax) 50
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2600W / 50Hz
  
18-00825 Total dimension (cm) Ø45 x H38
 Capacity (ℓ) 7.8
 Capacity (pax) 40
 Electric specs 220-240V / 2300W / 50Hz
  
18-00824 Total dimension (cm) Ø45 x H32
 Capacity (ℓ) 5.6
 Capacity (pax) 30
 Electric specs 220-204V / 1950W / 50Hz
  
18-00823 Total dimension (cm) Ø37 x H32
 Capacity (ℓ) 4.5
 Capacity (pax) 25
 Electric specs 220-240V / 1550W / 50Hz

18-00833 Total dimension (cm) Ø36 x H29
 Capacity (ℓ) 4.2
 Capacity (pax) 21
 Electric specs 230V / 1400W / 50Hz

18-00832 Total dimension (cm) Ø33 x H33
 Capacity (ℓ) 3.6
 Capacity (pax) 18
 Electric specs 230V / 1200W / 50Hz 

18-00831 Total dimension (cm) Ø30 x H30
 Capacity (ℓ) 2.8
 Capacity (pax) 14
 Electric specs 230V / 950W / 50Hz

18-00823 to 18-00827

18-00831 to 18-00833

electric rice warmer
米饭电保温器 
 
18-00846 Total dimension (cm) Ø49 x H83
 Capacity (ℓ) 36
 Capacity (pax) 180
 Electric specs 220-230V/ 1000W / 50Hz

Tabletop sushi ball machine
台式寿司球机
Using only 1.3s per piece, the Samurice machine is hygienic and fast machine that can meet the high-
speed demands of any Japanese restaurant. It is simple to use and maintain, and ensures that rice balls 
are consistent in texture and size. Includes keep-warm function.
 
18-00890 Total dimension (cm) W38 x D48 x H59
 Capacity per hour 2800 riceballs
 Electric specs 230V / 90W / 50Hz



electric rice warmer
米饭电保温器
Stainless steel Wooden design  
18-00835 18-00837 Total dimension (cm) Ø38 x H39
  Capacity (ℓ) 10
  Capacity (pax) 50
  Electric specs 220V / 84W  / 50-60Hz
   
18-00836 - Total dimension (cm) Ø50 x H35
  Capacity (ℓ) 9
  Capacity (pax) 45
  Electric specs 230V / 100W / 50Hz

electric soup warmer
电暖汤炉
  
18-00840 Total dimension (cm) Ø33 x H33
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Electric specs 220-240V / 400-450W / 50Hz

18-00841 Total dimension (cm) Ø42 x H38
 Capacity (ℓ) 10
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50Hz

Slow cooker
炖锅
  
18-00847 Total dimension (cm) L26 x H29
 Capacity (ℓ) 3.5
 Electric specs 240V / 200W / 50Hz
  
18-00848 Total dimension (cm) L23 x H24
 Capacity (ℓ) 1.5
 Electric specs 240V / 200W / 50Hz

electric soup warmer
电暖汤炉  
Stainless steel Black body  
18-00849 18-00851 Total dimension (cm) Ø26 x H35
  Capacity (ℓ) 5.7
  Electric specs 230V / 300W / 50Hz

18-00840

18-00841
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electric porcelain soup warmer
电陶瓷暖汤炉
  
18-00852 Total dimension (cm) W49 x D34 x H32
 Capacity (ℓ) 6
 Electric specs 220-240V / 300W / 50Hz

electric two-tier steamer
双层电蒸锅
  
18-00853 Total dimension (cm) Ø45 x H62
 Capacity (ℓ) 20
 Electric specs 240V / 3000W / 50-60Hz

electric three-tier steamer
三层电蒸锅
  
18-00854 Total dimension (cm) L33 x W24 x H42
 Capacity (ℓ) 9
 Electric specs 220-240V / 900W / 50-60Hz

commercial digital induction wok stove - Apogee
商用数字式电磁炒锅炉 - Apogee  
Offer enhancements such as finer resolution control via 0-100 power settings, an intuitive touch 
sensitive control panel, digital timer (with alarm only or auto-power off functionality), and keypad lockout 
to temporarily prevent others from changing cook settings.
  
Counter top model total dimension (cm) W39.1 x D49.3 x H18.7 
Drop-in model total dimension (cm) W41 x D52.5 x H15.2 
Temperature range (°C) 30 - 260 

   

Counter-top Drop-in  

18-00855 18-00856 Electric specs 200-240V / 2500W / 50Hz
18-00857 18-00858 Electric specs 200-240V / 3000W / 50Hz

commercial induction wok stove - Heritage
商用电磁炒锅炉 - Heritage  
Offers outstanding performance and value for your money. Designed and built in to survive and thrive 
in the world’s toughest commercial foodservice operating environments, these induction woks feature 
simple single knob control and many other benefits for more precise, consistent and quality cooking. 
 
Counter top model total dimension (cm) W37.4 x D43.8 x H18.6 

Drop-in model total dimension (cm) W41.9 x D41.9 x H15.6 
Temperature range (°C) 30 - 260 
   

Counter-top Drop-in  

18-00859 18-00860 Electric specs 200-240V / 2500W / 50Hz
18-00861 18-00862 Electric specs 200-240V / 3000W / 50Hz

Single counter top

Single counter top

Single drop in

Single drop in



Induction wok stove with lateral control hob
嵌入式电磁炒锅炉 - 带线控板
  
18-00863 Total dimension (cm) L34 x W32 x H9.8
 Temperature range (ºC) 60 to 240
 Electric specs 220V / 3500W / 50Hz

commercial digital induction cooker - Apogee
商用数字式电磁炉 - Apogee    
Offer enhancements such as finer resolution control via 0-100 power settings, greater number of 
temperature settings, intuitive touch sensitive control panel, digital timer (with alarm only or auto-power 
off functionality), and keypad lockout to temporarily prevent others from changing cook settings. 
   
Counter top model total dimension (cm) W35.1 x D44.8 x H12.6 
Drop-in model total dimension (cm) W41 x D52.5 x H12 
Temperature range (°C) 30 - 260 

   

Counter-top Drop-in  

18-00864 18-00865 Electric specs 200-240V / 2500W / 50Hz
18-00866 18-00867 Electric specs 200-240V / 3000W / 50Hz
   

Double counter top model total dimension (cm) W35.1 x D77.2 x H12.6 
Temperature range (°C) 30 - 260 

   

18-00868  Electric specs 200-240V / 2x2500W / 50Hz
18-00869  Electric specs 200-240V / 2x3000W / 50Hz

Single counter top

Double counter top

Single drop in

commercial induction cooker - Heritage
商用电磁炉 - Heritage  
These induction cooktops are designed to stand up to the world’s toughest commercial foodservice 
operating challenges. Using simple one knob and one button control. Fast, safe, clean, reliable and 
extremely easy to use.   

Counter top model total dimension (cm)  W35 x D41.4 x H12.6 
Drop-in model total dimension (cm)  W34.9 x D34.9 x H9.3 
Temperature range (°C)  30 - 260 
   
Counter-top Drop-in  
18-00870 18-00871 Electric specs 200-240V / 2500W / 50Hz
18-00872 18-00873 Electric specs 200-240V / 3000W / 50Hz
   
Double front-to-back counter top model total dimension (cm) W35.1  x D70 x H12.6
Double front-to-back drop-in model total dimension (cm) W34.9 x D69.8 x H9.3
Temperature range (°C)  30 - 260
   
Counter-top Drop-in  
18-00874 18-00875 Electric specs 200-240V / 2x2500W / 50Hz
18-00876 18-00877 Electric specs 200-240V / 2x3000W / 50Hz
   
Double side-by-side counter top model total dimension (cm) W70 x D41.5 x H12.6
Temperature range (°C)  30 - 260

18-00878  Electric specs 200-240V / 2x2500W / 50Hz
18-00879  Electric specs 200-240V / 2x3000W / 50Hz

Single counter top

Double  top - side by side

Double top - front to back

Single drop in

Double drop in
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omeletbuster double burner induction cooktop
蛋卷小子双头电磁炉  
One electrical circuit is required, yet there is enough power in each burner to cook a three-egg omelet 
in 90 seconds! Speed up the service times of your breakfast buffet egg station!
Complete with 2 high-quality Ø20cm aluminized steel fry pans.
 
18-00880 Total dimension (cm) L51.4 x W28.3 x H7.9
 Electric specs 200-240V / 2 x 1200W / 50Hz

commercial economy drop-in induction cooker
商用经济型嵌入式电磁炉  
Suitable for both drop-in and counter-top use. Completely flat bed with touch controls for easy cleaning 
and maintenance. Lock function eliminates risk of accidental temperature adjustment.
  
18-00901 Total dimension (cm) W29 x D36 x H5.5
 Temperature range (ºC) 60 to 240
 Electric specs 220V / 1800W / 60Hz

commercial economy drop-in induction cooker
商用经济型嵌入式电磁炉  
Suitable for buffet tables and general use. Digital temperature display.
  
18-00902 Total dimension (cm) L35 x W37.5 x H12.5
 Temperature range (ºC) 60 to 240
 Electric specs 220V / 3500W / 50Hz

Under-counter buffet warmer - Incogneeto
台底式自助餐暖炉 - Incogneeto  
Designed to be installed directly under stone or engineered stone counter tops, capable of holding food 
accurately to within +/-2°F (+/-1.2°C). 
• No need to cut or drill holes in your countertop. Units compatible with 20 or 30mm thick standard 

granite countertops.
• Works with the Magneeto™ 2 trivet-like device and any induction compatible chafing dish (of suitable 

diameter).
• Various temperature and power controls for accurate heating.
  
18-00947 Total dimension (cm) L41.2 x W37.8 x H10.5
 Temperature range (ºC) 30-85
 Electric specs 200-240V / 650W / 50Hz

commercial drop-in buffet warmer - Silenzio
商用嵌入式自助餐暖炉 - Silenzio  
Drop-in counter-top design, aluminum housing, heavy duty energy efficient electronics, high-impact 
commercial grade tempered glass.
  
18-00918 Total dimension (cm) L38.1 x W38.1 x H9.5
18-00919 Total dimension (cm) Ø31.5
 Temperature range (°C) 30 to 120
 Electric specs 200-240V / 650W / 50Hz

18-00918

18-00919

MagneetoTM 2 pictured -

one included with

purchase of each unit



commercial counter-top buffet warmer - Silenzio
商用台式自助餐暖炉 - Silenzio  
Free-standing counter-top design, stainless steel housing, heavy duty energy efficient electronics, high-
impact commercial grade tempered glass.
The electronics within the units emit minimal heat, so cooling fan is not needed. As a consequence, the 
buffet warmers by CookTek® are “whisper quiet” – important in a buffet dining setting. 
  
18-00934 Total dimension (cm) L44.1 x W32.4 x H9.3
 Temperature range (°C) 30 to 120
 Electric specs 200-240V / 650W / 50Hz

Stainless steel electric warming plate
不锈钢电热保温板

 18-00904 Total dimension (cm) L53 x W35 x H4.5  For GN 1/1
 Temperature range (°C) Up to 80 
 Electric specs 240V / 230W / 60Hz 

glass warmer with stainless steel frame  
玻璃保温板带不锈钢架
 
18-00935 Total dimension (cm) L70.5 x W58 x H7.5  For GN 2/1
18-00936 Total dimension (cm) L48 x W40 x H7.5  For GN 1/1
 Temperature range (°C) 40 to 90 
 Electric specs 220-240V / 450W / 50Hz 

Stainless steel electric warming plate
不锈钢电保温板  

Temperature range: 40 - 100°C
   
18-00906 Total dimension (cm) L53 x W32.5  For GN 1/1
 Electric specs 230V / 450W / 50Hz 
   
18-00907 Total dimension (cm) L32.5 x W26.5  For GN 1/2
 Electric specs 230V / 300W / 50Hz 
   
18-00908 Total dimension (cm) L32.5 x W17.6  For GN 1/3
 Electric specs 230V / 200W / 50Hz 

Stainless steel cooling plate
不锈钢电冷
  
18-00911 Total dimension (cm) L53 x W32.5 For GN 1/1
18-00912 Total dimension (cm) L32.5 x W26.5 For GN 1/2
18-00913 Total dimension (cm) L32.5 x W17.6 For GN 1/3

Twin coffee warmer
双头咖啡保温站
  
18-00916 Total dimension (cm) L38 x W18
 Electric specs 220V / 160W / 50Hz
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rotating cooling display
旋转冷藏陈列架  
Entirely panoramic and metallic with roof lighting, these display   
cabinets will highlight your culinary creations like cakes, pies, cocktails, beverage.. And appetize your 
guests. The ventilated refrigeration system ensures an even temperature between +2 and +10°C for 
ideal storage of your foodstuffs.
  
Silver Gold  

18-00920 18-00937 Total dimension (cm) L70 x W70 x H183
  Total dimension (cm) Ø57
  Electric specs 230V / 500W

18-00922

Ventilated refrigerated display
气流式冷却展示柜  
Especially fitted for stallholders, convenience stores, butchers, restaurants, shops... this ventilated 
refrigerated display offers a friendly display surface of 3 x GN1/1 with a middle shelf. Keeps fresh 
products at constant temperature (+2/+10°C). 
Modular and panoramic, this model is made up of 2 removable sections: the heating unit and the display 
cabinet assembled by a system of rollers. Ventilated cooling for a better spread of the refrigerated air; 
allows the evaporation of condensations. 
Front (2 doors) or rear (2 doors) loading and service. Made in all stainless steel with a removable inside 
tray for easy cleaning.
  
18-00923 Total dimension (cm) W100 x D90 x H47.5
 Capacity 3 x GN 1/1 + middle shelf
 Electric specs 230V / 500W / 50Hz

refrigerated display
冷却展示柜  
Perfect for salads, fresh sandwiches, yoghurts, desserts, beverage etc with inside temperature 
maintained between 4 to 10°C (in case of 29°C ambience) and an automatic defrosting system thanks 
to an electric thermostat.
Easy cleaning: interior upper shelf, bottom trays, rear sliding doors, lateral glasses and the curved glass 
are completely removable.
Equipment: electronic thermostat, on/off switch, temperature indicator, inside light. Refrigerating gas R 
134 a without CFC. High quality Danfoss and U.H. components. 
Delivered without any tray.
  
18-00921 Total dimension (cm) W120 x D73 x H60cm
 Bottom tier capacity 3 x GN 1/1 or 60x40 trays
 Electric specs 230V / 430W / 50Hz
  
18-00922 Total dimension (cm) W80 x D73 x H60
 Bottom tier capacity 2 x GN 1/1 or 60x40 trays
 Electric specs 230V / 350W / 50Hz

18-00922

18-00921

Warming display
保温展示柜  
Ideal to keep snacks warm, thanks to a ventilated air system in the warming display. Humidity control 
through a water container to keep products moist and delicious.
Easy cleaning: interior upper shelf, bottom trays, rear sliding doors, lateral glasses and the curved glass 
are completely removable.
Features: thermostat (20-91°C), on/off switches, inside light, temperature indicator. Supplied as 
standard with a menu display.
Delivered without any tray.
  
18-00924 Total dimension (cm) W80 x D73 x H60
 Bottom tier capacity 2 x GN 1/1 or 60x40 trays
 Electric specs 230V / 1500W / 50Hz



Warming display
保温展示柜  
Keeps products at a constant temperature of 95°C. Keeps food moist and delicious with a water 
container to facilitate humidity control.
Efficient and practical with front and rear openings thanks to liftable doors. Equipped with top illuminated 
display sign.
Removable stainless steel presentation tray with top section in glass for easy cleaning and maintenance.
Features: thermostat (0 - 95°C), water container, on/off switch, pilot light, adjustable feet.  
 
18-00925 Total dimension (cm) W59 x D35 x H37.5
 Capacity 2 x GN 1/1
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz
  
18-00926 Total dimension (cm) W59 x D35 x H48
 Capacity 1 x GN 1/1
 Electric specs 230V / 650W / 50Hz

economy warming display
经济型保温展示柜
  
18-00927 Total dimension (cm) W56 x D33.5 x H51
 Tray capacity 3 x W51 x D30
 Electric specs 230V / 1000W / 50Hz

18-00925

18-00926

Seaweed dryer
海苔干燥器
  
18-00938 Total dimension (cm) L23.5 x W23.5 x H13
 Electric specs 220-230V / 15W / 50Hz
  
18-00939 Total dimension (cm) L23.5 x W14.5 x H14
 Electric specs 220-230V / 15W / 50Hz

Towel fridge
毛巾冷藏箱
  
Hot only Hot and Cold  
18-00940 18-00941 Total dimension (cm) L44 x W30 x H60
  Capacity 140
  Electric specs 220V,  400W, 50/60Hz
   
18-00942 18-00943 Total dimension (cm) L44 x W28 x H33
  Capacity 70
  Electric specs 220V,  200W, 50/60Hz
   
18-00944 - Total dimension (cm) L42 x W29 x H28
  Capacity 70
  Electric specs 220V,  180W, 50/60Hz

18-00940

18-00942

18-00944
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bag sealer with trimmer
封口机带修边器
  
18-00930 Total dimension (cm) L21.9 x W7.5 x H15.2

electric bag sealer
电动封口机
  
18-00931 Total dimension (cm) W42 x D8.5 x H29
 Seal dimension (cm) 30
 Electric specs 240V / 200W / 50Hz
  
18-00932 Total dimension (cm) W30 x D7.5 x H24
 Seal dimension (cm) 20
 Electric specs 240V / 200W / 50Hz

electric insect killer
电子灭虫器
  
18-00945 Total dimension (cm) W39.5 x D8.6 x H32
 Effective area (m2) 80
 Electric specs 220-240V / 40W / 50Hz

18-00946 Total dimension (cm) W65 x D8.6 x H32
 Effective area (m2) 150
 Electric specs 220-240V / 40W / 50Hz

cotton candy machine
棉花糖机

18-00952 Electric specs 220V / 1030W / 50Hz
 Output 1pc / 30s
 Dimension (cm) L52 x W52 x H50
  
Cart - Sold separately.
18-00953 Dimension (cm) L75 x W52 x H91
  
Acrylic hood - Sold separately.
18-00954 Dimension (cm) Ø54  x H35

With cart

Acrylic hood

Popcorn machine
爆米花机

18-00950 Electric specs 1300W
 Output 180g / 3min
 Dimension (cm) L58 x W42 x H74
  

Cart - Sold separately.
18-00951 Dimension (cm) L52 x W88 x H175
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